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Tragedy Strik,es
town manager

I

'

By R. Scott Nelson
search will be expanded today
The search continues for from Nubble Light seven miles
Durham Town Administrator -. south to Ogunquit, with a final
Terry .Hundley and his _11-year- · search o-f the accident scene to
old daughter who were lost and · be conducted at 4 p.m..
,'The s.earch was expanded
presumed drowned Sunday after
· being swept into the ocean near because of extra people, We got
a whole bunch of help from
Maine.'
Xhe pair was on a large rock vohmteers," Finley said.
"We won'.t allow the search
below Bald Head Cliff watching
swells created by an offshore to be conducted Tuesday if it'.s
storm when a large wav~ pulled raining and wet," Finley added.
J;fondleis daught<r·r, M~risol, "We don't need more people
·into the sea, according to York slipping on those rocks."
Police Sgt. Gary Finley. In . _Finley is not optimistic about TERRY HUNDLEY
attempting to grab his daughter, ~ the survival chances· of Hund1ey .
time town adminstrator six
Hundley was also swept into the . and his daughter.
_"The water is-very cold this mon th s ago..
.
sea, Finley said.
"He was a town administrator
Finely s·aid Hundley's wife · time qf year. The swells were
and son were. watching when at least 15 to 25 feet over those. deluxe," Hatch said. "He was
rocks. I don't think any Olympic · very successful in bringing the
the accident occurred.
,hnley said the York Police swimm~r could have made it in town council forum into a
. working reality. It was, behind
received a call from The Cliff those. w::ive.s_" Finlev said.
. Mike Schell of the Coast him, a well-ordered program."
· House restaqmnt at 11:18 a.m.
Student Body Vice President
and four police officers a.rrived Guard said yesterday, ''.Although
at the scene seven minutes later. we still have one boat out there, Mike Rose, who worked with
An immediate day-long. we have basically suspended the Hu nd1ey on th e Durham-UNH
Town-Gown Committee, said,
search was conducted Sunday search."
The tragic loss c~me as a · "He spent time with the Uniby _the York Police and Fire
Departments, the the Coast shock to those who knew and versity trying to help us all work
together as a community. At this
Guard, the Maine Marine Ser- .worked with Hundley. ·
M a r y a n n a H a t c h , time of lo$s we should all come
vice, private fishing boats and
.
,/
abour-50 volunteers without chairwoman of the Durham ' together.''
s~ccess~ Finley said.
, . town council and ,town-gown . Hatch sa:id the town council
Finley said the search was committee, said, ''W·e're com- was · to ' dis~uss the future of
resumed yesterday from 9 a.m. pletely dev~sYated here ... it is Durham town government in
until nightfall, bolstered by a real blow fo everyone. We an executive meeting last night.
"·We ·Will ·n.ever be able to
additional volunteers of the especially feel terrible for. his ,
-:
replace Terry," Hatch said.
_Durham Police and Fire Depart- family."
Hatch said Hundley was apments.
Finley said the on-shore ·_ pointed as Durham's first full- _
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·Plea to picket
decision process
By Pamela DeKoning
"If we could go back to the
Students were called on to poinL where students were
picket the process usea by the . involved and come up with the
administ ration to determine its same conclusions about a site,
new housing site at an emotion- . I ,would be happy. The point. is
al forum in Hamiltion Smith that students and faculty were
la st night.
,
not consulted," he said.
Jennifer Rand, organizer of
Condon also expressed conthe equine students who oppose cerns over the contracting firm
the administration's , plans, Aring Schroeder which has been
asked s_tudents to picket Friday's the consultant in architectural
rededication of the·New Eng- matters. Felix De Vito, the
land Center at 3:30 p.m., when former Campus Planner for the
all of the members of the Board ',University, now works for Arof TtuS t ees will be present~ ·
ing Schroeder.
_
Student Tru st ee Dennis - "You'd wind up· in 1·ail if you
·O'C onne 11 supporte d 1l h e i"d ea pulled something like this off
and recommended· picketing at .the federal level," Condon
Friday afternoon's Board of said.
1
Tru st ees Executive Committee '
O'Connell said the Student
meeting in the Elliot Alumni Senate looking into DeVito's.
Cente_r at U: 30 p.m. as weH. involvement.
O'Connell explair,.ed that the
Rkhard,Blakemore, professor .
trustees were unaware of the of microbiology, urged students
lack of student and faculty input 'to get involved and oppose the
in the housing project plans administration's process as well _
when they voted to approve as ,t.he site. He compared the
. funds for the project two weeks administration's handling of the
ago.
· ·
· , ·
•- site to an imaginary situation
He said the trustees plan 't"o where the Boston Celtks decide
discuss the housing issue -at to build a new arena on Boston
Saturday morning's general . Common simiply because it was
board meeting. _
'• pretty.
,;
/
· "After Friday's picketing, you ·
Many professors use the land
can _bet the trustee~ VfVJ. be r~ady as a classroom, students and
. t?,. listen and a,.sk_qu<?sqon~; : he _, faculty use it fqt cr°-ss country
said. ·
. .
. '{ .
skiing, bird watching, and just
The _a1m 1m st r:at1on ,first met enjoy its sheer beauty, he said.
opposit10n when O Co~rnell
O'Connell and Rand ehcoutdisc~ssed lack of_ s~udent rnput aged students to write letters
dunng the d_ecmon, makmg to. trustees. O'Connell said the
process at la~t Smiday s St udent trustees assumer"students and
Sen~te meettng.
faculty have been cons.ulted 0 Connell expr,e~s~d more · when recommendations reach
~oncern over the dec1S1on _~.ak- _ their board.
.
~ng proces_s tha_n !he cleciSt0n _ "The Board of ~rustees does
itse~f, as ~id William Con_don, .. have the power to tell Gordon
c~~urperson 0f -the animal Haaland to .go back to square
_science department
- one." he said __
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GreekSadhere to social policy
.By Pamela DeKoning
to be inspected, ac.cording ·to all the visiting Babson 'brothers,
De spite the t,raditional Garthwaite. Acacia, Delta Chi, one had a spare set. ,
screaming sorority woµien, fra-. Kappa Sigma, Sigma Ph~ EpHe left- the house and hit a
ternity bids night broke the silon, Sigma Beta, Theta Chi, telephone pole, she said.
traditional bids night mold and Phi Kappa Alpha, Alpha Tau
The inspectors were plec!:sed
._ set an "impressive preceden- Omega and Sigma Phi Epsilon with the way bids night was run.
t,"according to Inter Fraternity were inspected, according to · "E,v etything was pretty agree- :
Council (IFC) President Dan Fasciano.
able," Br-amen said. "People
Fasciano.
'
""
The night was not without knew we would be inspecting
Fasciano was joined by .As- r incident, as a Phi Kappa Alpha and they understand the social
sistant Dean of Students Cindy · pledge fell down a flight of stairs ·policy. It was a positive step:"
Garthwaite, Panhellenic ·Pres- and split his head. He was taken . There was concer·n over unident Cristina Bramen, Greek to Wentworth-Douglas Hospi- derage drinking, according to
,_ Interns Mark Palmer and 1'.\my tal iri Dovet where he received Garthwaite and Fasciano. "AlLapierre, in inspecting eight s~X: stitches, .according to: Fas- though we didr:i't see any underfraternities on Bids Night.
e1ano.
age drinking, there was a posThe students conducted the
Phi Kappa Alpha reported sibility," Garthwaite said..
inspections while Garthwaite -the incident to the administra"We weren't serving to gumostly loo)(ed on, Fasciano said. tion, said Garthwaite.
ests,» said Kappa Sigma PresInspections showed fraHir"Pike was really good about .· ident . Lou Me~brino. "They
nities following the adminis- . it," Garthwajt~ said. '.'It was an looked around downstairs quicktration's new social poli~ies accident. It is good example ly to check for underage drink, including serving alternate bev- of how we (the administration) ing, and alternate beverag~s.
erages and food, carding people can be supportive. If the incident. Everything went fine. The only
, at the door, maintaining a comes ·u p again ·anywhere else . _thing we were missing was a
master list of guests, and pro- we·will be supportive."
·
master list. We never got one_.''
· viding four sober peopre to
Another incident involved
check people at t.he door, Garth:.. , Theta Chi. A group of BaBson
"Bids night saw the· usual
waite said.
College Theta Chi brothers screaming but it was pretty
N a,0es were :·draw!'.1 ou_t of made a surprise appearance, she uneventful," Garthwaite said.
a hat, to determme wh1Ch eight said. Although UNH Theta Chi "It's~n encouraging.step."
of the fourteen fraternities were ._ brothers collected the keys of . -
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Proposed site for the new dormitory near .the UNH reseryoir.·
(Dale Pariseau photo)
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·Stoke Hall reside nts dry out for studen t. drinko ut
By Holly Simpson
The traditional Stoke image-rtojse, mayhem, and all night
partying--was broken last Thursday for at least one night, as
Stoke Hall held its first "drinkout."
The drinkout involved 79
percent of the dorm, according
to Hall Director Gary Carska. dan.
.,
.
·
From 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., Stoke
was taken over by movies, a
"mocktail bar," and a breathal-izer set up to dete'rminesobriety.
A constant flow of 30 to .40
attended the movies and rriocktail bar in the {irst floor lounge
throughout the designated drinkout hours. Mocktail concoctions ranged from non-alcoholic
frozen daquiris to soda. ·
Movies featured throughoHt
the e·vening included Good
Morning Vietnam, Masquerade,
and Johnny Be Good.
From llp.m. to la.m--:- Stoke
residents were encouraged to
come into the lounge and t~ke .
a breathalizer test. Any trace
of alcohol in a student caused
· them to fail -the test, said
Carskadan.
..
·
Although . most students
passed the test, 21 percent of
the residents chose not to participate,. Between the hours of
12:15 and 1:00 a.m.~ a- handful
of obviously intoxicated students arrived in the lobby.
· When students began to register on the breathalizer, it was
shut off, according to sixth floor
Resident_~ssistant Lara Murray.

She said, "The point was to see
how many would. register at
zero, not to measure how drurik
people were."
Carskadan presented the drinkout project to the residents of
'Stoke and challenged them with
a goal he felt they could attain:
staying -sober. Carkadan was
pleased with the turnout as 500
of 630 Stoke residents took p~rt
in rhe activity. ·
John Perrone, resident assistant of the eighth floor, said, 'Tm
really impressed with my floor,
that they did this all by themselves.' I'm psyched!" Perrone
emphasized the motivation of
the students to participate in
the drinkout as he stated that
we "pre~ented them (the· studetns) with the idea and they
took the ball and ran with it."
Stoke's third floor Resident
Assistant Karen Belanger comn;i.ented that, "at first the smdents we:re not into the idea, but
riow it has ---turned into a real
competition."
.
· Several floors planned special
activities to keep people sober
Thursday night, according to
'Belanger. The . third floor
planned a dancing party whic;h
a,t least half of the floor attended. The party provided food
and soda for all participants·,
she said.
"It .made the.rp (Stoke resi- ·
dents) think whether to drink
or not," said Carskadan. "It
caused the individuals of the
floors_to bond," he said.
Stoke resident Roh Karalus

Students, exhaling into .a breathalizer; tested their intoxication levels during the Stoke drinkout ·
this weekend. ·(Ann Marie Gagnon photo)
·
said "(The drinkout) did influ- as students tend to leave on was awarded to the 'floor with
ence me not to drink. I didn't weekends. For this reason, ·. the greatest participation. The
want to let down my peers."
Carskadan felt that a Thursday · prize was funded by dorm social
Carskadan feels that, "for a . night drinkout would truly test · · dues, said Carskadan.
drinki-n'g school this (drinkout) Stoke residents' ability to stay
Each .of Stoke's seven floors
is so positive," as it was·able sober.
was involved in the drinkout
to engage so many students in _
The project was initiated by and it was a close race t~ capture
an anti-alcohol event.
, Carskadan ih an effort to educate the $ 100 prize. Finally, as the ·
' He claims that the urge to students about alcohpl com- clock struck la.m., the eighth
party on TJmrsdays i~Qwing ·sumption. A $100 gifr~ertificate -floor was declared the winner.

llEWS IN. BRIEF
Nuke forces might
be ·in jeopardy
An extended shutdown of reactors at a South
Carolina nuclear plant, closed for safety re?,sons,
would prevent the United States from maintaining
all its nuclear weapons at op·e rational readiness,
The New York Times reported Sunday.
Quoting senior. administration officials, the
newspaper said that if the suspension continues
for several more months at the Savannah River
Plant, the natiop.' s only manufa<;turer of ·a material
vital 'to advance nuclear warheads, the military might
be forced to start deactivating some nuclear
warheads. The paper said deactivating selected
. warheads would allow the recovery of radioactive
elements for use in priority weapons.·
''It is very important that we restore reactors
· to safe operation.soon," Robert Barker, die senior
Pentagon official for aromic energy, told the Times.
"If we don't there 'Yill be very serious consequences·
for our ability to,maintain our nuclear deterr~nt.''
. The paper said the crucial_matter is production
of tritium, a radioactive gas used to boost the
· explosive power of nuclear weapons; which has
enables designers to shrink the size of warheads. '
The White House has said safety would take
precederu over production in _any 1decision to restart
reactors.
~

Frat assaulted
A gang of seven young men, some in camouflage
fatigues, fired automatic weapons and knifed at
least one person Sunday as they stormed.into a
fraternity.party and stole steteo equipment, officials
said. No one was struck by the gunfire, and seven
nonstudents ranging from age 15 to 19 w~re arrested
several hours later. Witness' said the attackers drove
into the campus about 2:45 a.m., according to a
police spokeswoman, and tried to crash a fondraising party at the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity house
on the Stony Brook campus of the State U r:iiversity
of New York. The spokeswoman saiq the youths
were armed with "an Uzi-type machine gun.~'

Soviet Jew eim igration

J

, Pie eater-outd one -

Emigration of Soviet Jews to the West in
~eptember rose to the highest monthly total in
more than eight ye~rs, the Intergovernmental
Committe for Migration reported.
Committee officials said that Mikhail S. Gorbachev, the Soviet leader, was continuing to honor
his pledge at the end of 1986 to relax restrictions
on Soviet Jewish emigration.
·
Soviet Jewish emigr~tion reached a peak in 1979,
with 51,330 departures, but the surge of emigrants
led to a Kremlin craekdown. Annual numbers of
Jews allowed to emigrate decreased sharply until ··
· Gorbachev changed a harsh sfandard Soviet Jewish
emigration policy that drastically cut the number
of Jews that could exit Russia.
United Nations and international refugee officials,
as well as several Jewish assistance groups, believe /
the number still wanting to leave the USSR to be
· around 400,000 to 500,000.

The world isn~t the same today but it will survive;
the man who calls himself "the Rambo of Moon
Pie eaters-,, has been dethroned. ·
Rodney Frazer, 30, of Oneonta, Alabama lost
his championship title to' David Du·n n, 23; Saturday
in the fourth annaul World Championship :Moon
Pie Eating Contest. .
. · ·
Pecked ~ut in a tuxedo with ·a Moori Pie T-shirt,
Frazer arrived at the just-for-fun contest in a
limousine 1 but he only ate 11 pies while Dunn ate
15. Frazer and John Reynolds tied for second place.
A Moon Pie is a marshmallow filled wafer cookie
covered with' chocolate, vanilla or banana cream.
Eijch pie weighs about two ounces.
Dunn is no stranger to Moon Pies. He ate nine
last week to win a similar <;o'ntest in Arab, his
hometown.
·

-UN troops opposed

Slaying 'c heered ·

The leaders of Lebanon's Syrian-backed Cabinet
thi$ weekend opposed deploying UN peace-keeping
troops tosupervise deadlocked presidential elections.
The prqposal is backed by a rival Christian Cabinet.
"There are practical procedural difficulties at the
United Nations in assigning UN forces to internal
missions, like supervis-ion of security for the
presidential election session," Salim Hoss, the acting
prime minister, told reporters before leaving for
talks in Damascus, the Syrian Capital. Lebanon's
government splintered into rival Moslem and
Christian factions after Parliament failed to elect
a new president when Amin Gemayel's, Lebanon's
former president, termed expired Sept. 22.

In Oakland, California, residence of a crime-·ridden
public housing project cheered when the bo,dy ·of
a security guard was carried to an ambulance after '
he was gun.ned down in a hail of bullets;
.
A second gua·rd remained in -critical condition
following the attack by several men who sprayed·
the office with bullets from assault-style weapons;
police said. As many as 60 bullets were pumped .
into the rnom were the guards were within ·rwo·
minutes during the assault this past weekend. '
Residence of the 673-unit complex have been
complaining for years that guards hired ·by Prostaf
Security to chase out drug dealers haye instead
brutalized residents.
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Student Senate

addresses ap~thy

Students proved they didn't need alcohol to 'get down' during the Stoke Drin.kout this weekend.
(Ann Marie Gagnon)

UNH struggles for diversity

:I ongm,
·
By Susan Flynn
co Ior, h and.ICap, nat10na
, .
. -.
. ~or ~he maJority o,f un_n':er- rac~, religion, se~, sexual oriens1t1es rn the co_unt~Yi h1~rng tat10n or veterans statt1s.
According fo Director of
women a:9~- mrnor1t1es 1s a .
challenge m itself. UNH, how- Human Resources Nancy
ever! h~s an. ad~~d obstacle Deane, UNH .does no~ set quo-.
cons1dermg mmormes make up tas for t~e amount_ of men and
.Jess th~n ~-4 percent of the . women rn the various depart.
populatt<?n m the state of New_· ments, but goals. . .
. . Goals are determmed by fmd.
.
Hampshire.
Because the ~mvers1w has mg out the number of women
subcontracts wtth the fe?e.ral_ .and minorities qualified fot the
go:vernment, the scho~:rl 1s ~e- positions at UNH, and than
qm:ed by law_to take,affmpattve dividing that total by the
a~t10n, meanmg the~ ~µst pro- number o~ women actually em.
v1_d~ equal opp?rtunmes ?n the ployed, sa1El_ Deane.
Deane said the problem exists
basis of merit and without
disc_ri_!_Ilination because of a~e, because there are not a lot of

women out there to fill the
positiot1.s.
. "It is almos·t a matter of
'stealing' women and minority
professors from other institutions, and we don't have the type
of money to give real appealing
·
offers," Deane said.
Instead, the university is
looking to hire assistant professors in an effort to "tunnel
them up" through the system
'
'·
said Deane.
"A Jot of times, people think ,!
that we are discriminating be- ,_cause they don't see women or
·
DIVERS1TY
'pa~ 8

By Margaret Busby
housing proposal or other stuSenator apathy emerged as dent issues in an effort to
a key topic at Su-nday night's improve communications and
Student. Senate -· meeting in inform the Board about student
McConnel Hall. Top exerntive . news.
In _u n'related business, the
officers and chairpersons urged
Senators to complete their Senate endorsed BrotherPeace,
duties and also become more _a movement to end men's viinvolved on University commit- olence. Mike Rose, Student Body
Vice President,· emphasized
tees.
_ Executive Officer, Steve Rod- participating in this movement
erick, cited waning Senator which affects 50 percent of the
. involvement in key areas of world's population rather than
Unviersity organization com- supporting ii i-n name only.
A bill to encourage the New
mittees, like the Academic Stand- ·
ing ·and Advising Committee, Hampshire State Legislature
as the major cause of an inef- to support the .creation of Martin Luther King Day as a state
fective senate.
, The Senate will lose the holiday passed unanimously.
Another bill, .· proposed by
respect of the administration
and therefore lose an effect on Alexandra Weill, Academic
their decisions, added Roderick. Affairs Chairperson and Rose,
Five senators resigned or SBVP, to increase diversity at
were cut in the last week, said {JNH by creating an US-USSR
Roderick. Motivation, action exchange program also passed
and time will be demanded of - unanimously.
The Senate approved the
each· Senator or they will be
resu}Js of · the election and
asked to leave, Roderick said.
Wendy Hammond, Student appointment of two new Greek ··
Body President, urged the Se- Senators, Julie Haggarty and
nators to write a letter to the Peter Simmons.
Board_of Trustees about the .new

Student deals with abortion
But the decison was not easy. .
By Susan flynn
''I had to think what was best
Emily sat dazed in ·the waiting
room of the Feminist Health · for me," Emily said. "Sometimes
I thipk maybe I was selfish, but
Care Center in Greenland:
"lt was like waiting for the . I had ·to be."
1 emma,
. E mt·1Yh ad an added d"l
worst ro IIer coaster n"cl.e o f your
life, .magnified by 1,000 times,'-' _her boyfriend of . four years
Emily said. "I don't even think wanted to get rriarrie~ and have
.
it can be ':'.Ompared ro ~nything.'.'. _ the baby.
Lastyear,E.rpilychosetohave. · · ''lt'"'.asagoodfoeljngto_know
that he loved me that much to
an ·abortion. It was a.decision she made marry me," Emily said, 1'And
sometimes I would think we
completely by herself.
· "The first thing that came to 'could do it, and I could learn to
my mind was that I'm just a kid be happy. But I know that
myself," said Emily, whose thiqking we could be happy, was
name has beeri changed to just a fantasy. We are too
protect her identity. ''.I couldn't young.''
·Emily admitted that a small
see myself being a mother. It
took tha·t for me to see exactly part of her decision was based,
on how other people regard
ho~ young I was."
When she first found out she · people who get pregnant.
"I thought about it some,
was pregnant, Em_ily said she
felt as if she were in a state of about people around me and
-shock. "I was so scared," Emily what they would think," Emily
sai<:f. "I was petrified. It felf like said. "B:u-t: I knew my familywould support me. I wasn't
one huge dream, a bad dream."
Acco.r ding w Sue Bigonia; a worried about how they would
.
-. .
gynecology . ·nurse at UNH think of me."
"I wished-I'd wanted to (keep
Health Services, .most collegeage women who bernme preg- thebaby):,'-'Emilysaid. ''.I wished
nant choose to terminate their . I was one of those girls who
thought, T could never get an
pregnancies. :
"The r.easons are endless," · abortion.' I wanted to think that
_
Bigonia-said. "It ccmld be an way· so badly.''
Emily said it "killed her" that
unsupportive boyfriend, women.
afr:aid of the ii: parents, not he.r boyfriend could not under-.
·
wanting to. nlin their education, stand.
"It hurt so much that he hurt,''
and so.me peop.le just have to· .
. . Emily said. ''.B_ut I knew I had
get an abortion."
Emily realizes now that if she to make a decision."
After it was confirmed that
had decided to keep the paby,
everyone involved would have Emily was pregnant, she spoke
b een miserable. She knew peo- .w ith a nurse form UNH Health
pie' close to her w:ere also not Srevices about an abortion.
"~ we~t i~. there bawling,"
ready t? .~andle such a huge
re5,.0q.qs1QiJ1JX. .t "';; ,..,,, , •.1. s ,J ,~ ., , -"'.1r-.;11J;;~jy...1~~•.fi,.:,PJ~~"'QY.~&..,. ~Jl,y,., !

helpei me, and listened. She
kept telling me I had to do what
was best for me."
Bigonia said that every woman who comes . to Health SerHyden, a former NASA em10Ic,vee. spoke out for nuclear
vices for pregnancy counseling Charles
disarmament last Sund~y night. (photo by Jill Brady)
is treated indjvidually.
'
·
· "When human females make
decisions they tend to think of
. ·
: -. · ·
.,, .
.
· · ·
everyone who is going to b:e
affected but/ themselves," Bi.·
gonia said.
One nurse supplied Emily ·
with information on the Feminist Health Care Center.
In ,the even"t of a Soviet
"Once I decided to have an By Peter W. Keravich
Dr. .Charles Hyder fasted for invasion of Europe, the U.S.
abortion, l wanted to have it
done right away," Emily said. 217 days O}ltside, the White nuclea_r strategy is to use nuclear ·
"But I had to wait two weeks House in order to get the U.S. · weapons as soon as it becomes
until the fetus ·had matured todismantleitsnuclearweapons necessary. The deci&ion on ·
and forsake military solutions whether or not to use nuclear
·
enough."
weapons is in the hands of
"I think that .was my punish- to world problems.
Sunday night, Hyder spoke NATO troop commanders, acmerit from God, if he does
_
·
punish for. that," said Emily. to .a crowd of over a dozen about cording to Hyder.
According.to Hyder, the "milthe importance of the United
"That was two -weeks of hell."
Emily said .she began to ''feel 'States choosing between ·either itary industrial complex" of the
nuclear war or nuclear disarma- U.S. is "maintaining a· wartime
preg·n ant" during t4is time.
economy in peacetime" in order .
"I . had morning sickness," ment in the near future.
.
Hyder's speech, dtled "Hu.: , to maxim-ize their prqfits.
Emily said. "I stafted to break
Hyder admitted _that this ·
out. I gained weight. I was so man Survival in The Nuclear
_Age," was sponsored by the opinion was his own, and. not
·
emotional." .
Emily could begin to feel this UNH Coalition for Disarma- the opinion of any economist.
thing beginning to gtow inside :-:- ment ~nd Peace and by the When asked if the Soviet Union ·
UNH Committee on War and continued to build weapons for
·
•
of her.
the same profit. motive, Hyde~
Peace Studies.
.
Hyder, 58, holds a Ph.D. in did not answer.
"It can really do a number oh
· He added that the ciirrent
you when you start to th ink- ' th is 'solar physics from the University· of Colorado. He was em- . administration was building "a
is my baby,"' Emily said.
When th e time came to get ployed by NASA to work on the trillion dollar debt that you have
an abortion, Emily drove ·to th e Solar Maximum satellite but was - to pay off," as he pointed to the
Center alone. He.r boyfrie nd fired for his campaign against audience. ·
In addition to all of the
gave her the $275 to pay for the nuclear weapons.
·
abortion.
Hyder said the reason for his nations that currently have
·
"Hed was still hurt,.. but he appearance -was to increase nuclear capability, ,it is not_ ·
.
_
.
wante me to do what I th0 ught _ awareness· aJ.?.d _make . people
.
think _abo~t the consequences OISARMAMENT, P.a&_e 7 .
.ABORTION, pag~ 7 . _
,tp~µ:_LaJ_:t,tJ>P~·-":"·1 ~· , "., ., ,t ... .- ... .ri" .,_, , • ~'"">'..,~.... _, _, ., ...... ,. ., " •. ,. ..• .,.,,..,w .,. ~ ~·
,,..,,.,,,.J.::r .-, .1L1..r x .• 1; ,., .f ;- -r.,, .~ 14 .~ .~•y .Fr.- 1· :,P,f _

N 'u c-l ear· ho·lo·· ·c aust
,, . . e n·tr\r
or·d•tsarmam·

.:f
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Have you ~hanged or become more aware of your ciririkirig
habits-- since becorit1ng a college student?

/

.

'

.

' ,

-c

Definitely since I've been' bere.
At home I drank weekends only.
Last, week I was drunk ten
nigbtdn a row. I'm .hoping to
_put it to a ~top."
ff

/

Since college, I haven't
changed much in my drinking
habits. I didn't drink before and
I don't drink now."
ff

For me, drinking has just_
about hit a stop. Once you reach
twenty-one the thrill bas gone
out .o f it. And I'm twenty-three
now."
ff

-Pamela Colburn
Jeff Hoyt

' Jerry Goodrich -

I h~ve changed over my college
years. The first year I was drunk ,
more often than now~ Now I
have .a more mature attitude
t_oward drin~ing. It's .more
social drinking. I drink for fun
and not just to get trashed."
ff

Junior
Freshman

Sophomore

Carolyn Denton

Hotel Admiti.

Junior -· ·

Englfsh Lit.
Hotel Admin. •

Nutrition

HOM Eco-MING 1988
LJNH ~.l)ANCtN' fN THE STRf ETS
Octob~r 1 7

·. MONDAY, 17
SPIR'T DAY~- wear your BLUE & WHITE, special surprises in
the MUB PUB, Pistachio;s and Wildcatessen!
CA~-WIDE PHOTO --1:30pm Thompso.n_Hall lawn, free raffle & other goodies sponsored by The Granite. .
OUTDOOR AEROBICS -- 4:30pm Smith Hall Lawn, all invited
to attend, FREE spons~~ed by Recreational Sports.
·
PICTURE PLACE -- Homecoming film special. Buy 72 exposures
of any filrn and receive a coupon for free 5x7 when you develop
there.
_
.
MINI PEP RALLIES -- cheerleaders will kick off spirit week' jn
all dining halls.

..THURSDAY, 20
BLUE & WHITE DAY -- wear the UNH school colors to the MUB
PUB and Pistachio's and get a surprise{
BANNER CONTEST -- CASH prize to the winners! All encouraged
to participate. Judging from 3:00 - 5:00pm Thurs. Register for this
event in Student Activities, 126 MUB, $5.00 entry fee. Sponsored
by the Panhellenic Council.
PAJAMA PARTIES -- in all Pining Halls. Wear your ,pajamas
and bring .your teddy beador free prizes at dinner!
BED, RACES -- 6:0Q pm in the Lower Quad. FREE. Register in 126
MUB. Sponsored by the S_tudent Coalition for the Homeless. -funded
byPFO.
5:30.- 9:30pm -- 25¢ coffee in the Coffee Office, MUBM USI CAL REVIEW -- 7:30pm. Stillings Patio. $1.00 admission.
Spon~ored by Mask & Dagger. F1::1_nded by PFO.

22

TUESDAY,18

WEDNESDAY, 1~

UNH DAY -- wear your UNH garb today and get a free UNH decal
in ~at's..:Closet with every $1.00 purchase.
GIANT TWISTER GAME-.:- 4pm Kappa Sigma Lawn, FREE, open
to public,, Register for this eve-nt in Student Activities, Rm. 126
MUB. Sponsored by Sigma Iota Sigma.
CAJUN DINNER -- in all dining halls, live bands too!! :
FACULTY~ STA~F & STUDENT COFFEEHOUSE in the_NICHE
-- 8:00pm -11pm. Enjoy a FREE night of food & ente~ta'inment!
Sponsored by the Student Life Council of the Senate.

HAT DAY -- Wear a hat to the MUl;l games roon:i and receive
a free game of billiards or bowling from 9am - 5pm. ·
Free UNH key chain with -the purchase of a hooded pullover at
the Cat's Closet. '
_
·
·
·
. WACKY OLYMPICS -- 4:00pm, Murkland Lawn, FREE. Register ·
for this event in the Student Activities Office: 126 MUB. Sp~osored
by UNH Cheer'lea~ers & Freshman Camp.
·
MUSICAL REVIEW -- 7:30 pm, Stillings Patio, $1.00 admission.
Sponsored by Mask & Dagger. Funded by PFO.

FRIDAY, 21

SATURDAY, 22

FLOAT CONTEST-- -5:00pm UAC parking lot. $10.00 entry fee.
Register in Student Actibites, 126 MUB. CASH PRIZE,! PARADE -- 5:45pm Down Main Street!! Free mini-footballs tossed
, out to spectators--funded by PFO.
_ _
._
. BONFIRE -- 6:30pm Lower Quad. FREE. More mini-footballs
at this pep-rally event. Sponsored by the UNHCheerleaders,
AFR OTC, and .funded by PFO. Live broadcast by WERZ.
STREET CELEBRATION' --- 7:45pm Upper Quad. FREE. Music,
food, and live entertainment Now Sound Express funded by PFO. T-SHIRT CONTEST -- Judging will take place at the Street
Celebrati~n, $5.00 registr~tion fee. Sign up in 126 MUB.
Stay warm with 25¢ coffee from -the MUB coffee office -- 5:309:30~m
'

- ROAD RACE -- 9:00am. Register at Recreational Sports.
PRE-GAME LIVE ENTERTAl~MENT --11:00am. Baseball Field.
FREE. "THE BOYS" sponsored-by SCOPE, free refr.eshments.,
FOOTBALL GAME--1:00pm UNH ~s. NORTHEASTERN
TJ WHEELER & THi: SMOKERS -- 3:30-6:30pm. Baseball feild.
FREE. Live music, free refreshments, UNH stadium cups. Sponsored
by the Dean of Students Office. 1
HOMECOMING DINNER --5:00pm, G-ranite State Room, MUB ..
$15.00, sponsored by Hotel 403.
_
_NH NOTABLES & GENTLEMEN in concert--8:00pm Johnson
Theatre. $3.00 students, $~.00 general admission.
MUSO OPEN MIKE NIGHT --7:00pm East-West Park.

1

1
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US trains-lethal police force
, were struggling through the them to capture Communists,
By Paul Ouellette
The United States is involved jungle-covered mountains of St. or.:.to go out and round up a lot
in training police from Latin Lucia wearing grease paint on of people who might make
America and the Caribbean, but their faces, camouflage clothing, trouble," Huggins said.
The U.S. is relying on police
·according to Martha D. Huggins and carrying M-16's.
According to Huggins, the training in foreign countries to
of Union College, it has not been
police trained by the United "balance the pervasive influence
. .
.
.
working.
"Almost a century of U.S. States Special Forces compose of the armed forces by aiding
assistance to Latin American one of the most lethal concen- police," Huggins said. · ·
Foreign leaders are somepolice, from whaf,I can see, has trations of fire power in the
neither improved the_~ecurity history of th_e English speaking times frightened of foreign
· police training, because it •
of the people-in recipient na- Caribbean.
Huggins summarized the creates another center of power
tions, nor has it improved thedemocratic practices," Huggins history of foreign police training that leaders must deal with,
in Central America. She used added Huggins.
said. .
Huggins said that American
Last Friday, Huggins pres- the example of _an Ameri,c an
ented her paper, "The United attempt to establish a police ' law enforcement has also been
States and Internal Security in bureau in Nicaragua in the plagued by incidents 0£ civil
rights abuses.
Latin America: Police Training 1920's.
Even though we train the .
The bureau received little _
Programs," to a crowd of about
100 at the Elliot Alumni Center. ' support from the existing Ni- . police, Huggins said the United
The presentation was part of caraguan government and was States can't guarantee their
a series sponsored by the New later involved in an overthrow loyalty.
The most frequent objective
Hampshire International Se- of that _government,
In 1935, the British Secret of police training has been to
·
minar.
The paper contains research Service and German Gestapo . gather intelligence in an effort
and findings from a book th.at "began working with the U.S. to monitor internal political
to help track down and capture threats to U .S: interests, to a
she is currently writing.
"The CIA and military advi- communists in countries con- political regime, or to a faction
sors are now training ... these sidered vulnerable to such move- allied with the U.S., Huggin_s
said.
people in counter terrorism in ments," Huggins said. .
"Policing is political," ,s he
El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon-=- - The history of police is full
. duras, and (Costa Rica)," Hug- of instances of torture that occur said.
when the police have a good deal
.
gins said~
Huggins said she read in a ·of pressure on them, Huggins
clipping from The New York said.
It can be "pressure on them
Times on September 16, 1985,
that a force of about 120 police ____!QJ_Ilake drug busts, pressure on

.
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HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES-~ "The Trajectory of
Greek Art" Arts Professor David S. Andrew. Room 201,
Murkland~ 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER- vs. Connecticut, Field House, 3 p.m.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES- "Nutrition: A Young
Science," Anthony Tagliaferro, associate professor of animal
. ·
and nutritional sciences. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m..
WEDNESDAY,OCTO:BER 12

-

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES- "Nicknames:
:Expressions of Gender Expectations and Male Dominance,"
Mary M. Moynigan, Sociology, Assumption College. Hillsborough/Sullivan Rm, MUB, .noon to 1 p.m.
CHEMISTRY LECTURE- "Bios~nsor·s·: Asking Questions of Nature'. " Prof. Gary A. Rechnitz (Unidel Professor, U.
·of Delaware). Room Ll, Parsons Hall, 4 p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES- "Mephisto." Room 110, Murkland,·
·

7 p.m.

HUMANITIES LECTURE_:_ "The Origins and Functions
of Religious Myths." Robert Oden Jr. Professor of Religion,
Dartmouth College. Room Ll0l, Parsons, 7:30 p.m.
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES- Peggy Vagts, flute, Ruth
Edwards, piano. Paul ArtsJohnson Theater, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY,OCTOBER13
. IBM TENT FAIR- Check out the newest IBM microcomputers with company representatives. Courtyard between
Thompson and Murk{and"Halls 1 10 a.m. to.4 p.m .
CHEMISTRY LECTURE- "Molecular Recognition ,Elements
·for Biosensor Design," Prof. Gary A. Rechnitz (U nidel
Professor, U. of Delaware). Room Ll03 Parsons Hall, 11_
a.m.
LECTURE- "Auden on the Forties: Class, Childbirth, and
.Murder," Edward Mendelson, Professor of English, Columbia
.U niver&ity and Literary executor of the ·Auden Estate. Room
'129, Hamilton Smith, 12:30 to 2 p.m.

.Your

PSYC~O_LOGY_ ~OLLOQUIUM- A_lex ~ozulin. "The
Hum~mstlc Tradmon ~nd Literary Paradigms 1p 20th Century
Russian Psychology, Room 101/102, Conant, 3:40-5:00
p.:m. Open to Public.

::~~/

/~.
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EARTH .SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM- "Structure and
Formation of the Continental Tectosphere," Dr. Tom Jordan,
Dept. of Earth, Atm,osphere and P1anetary Science, MIT.
, Room 119,James, 4 p.m.
CHEMISTRY LECTURE- "Thermo and Photochemistry
of Binuclear Platinum Complexes," Prof. D. Max Roundhill
.
(Tulane). Room Ll, Parsons Hall, 4 p.m. .

O.C TOBER 11-17
Submit

MUB PUB
open 7:30-3:00pm Monday thru Thursday
7:30-2:30pm Friday

to .

NITE GRILL SPECIALS
For only $1.25 treat yourself
to the alternative dining experience!

the

Forum

Monday-slice o' cheese pizza and a ·12 oz-' soda ·
Tuesday-grilled ham and cheese sandwich .
Wednesday-BLT
Thursday-hamburger
. Sorry, no nite grill on Fridays

MUSO FILM- "Lady Vanishes." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14
MID-SEMESTER
LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING GRADES WP OR WF.
GOURMET DINNERS- MUB, 6:30 p.m.
PLAY - "La Passion de Narcisse Mondoux," written by dean
·of Quebecois dramatists, Gratien G_elinas, and performed
in English by Mr. Gelinas and his wife, the celebrated actress,
Huguette Oli_gny. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. students
$4, general $6, Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 10am-4pm,
. ._
.
862-2290.

MUB GRUBS
Only one lunch prepared by the
Hotel 667 students, but look for all your
MU B favorites the rest of the week.
Tuesday~Oct. 10
Spinich Alfredo
Fried chicken
Broccoli with cheese
Anna potatoes
Cream of mushroom soup
Minestrone soup

PISTACHIO'S
open 11 :00am-11 :00pm Monday thru Friday
3:00pm-9:00pm Saturday and Sunday
GO.O DIE PACKAGES
Cheer up a friend with brownies, cookies,
balloons and more!f Birthday cakesonly $12.00!!
Call 862-2046, ask for Rolland or Joe for more details.

-

-
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MACINTOSH PROMOTION: Try out a Macintosh_
computer at the Unviersity Technology Center,
roqm 14. Thompson Hall during a specia-1 promotion October 3-21,· and qualify to sign up f9r
the wekly raffle. Prizes an~ t-shirts and one Sony
Diskman p~r week.

.ACADEMIC

CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: Struggling
with a decisio.n about a major? Unsure about how '
..·your major affects your work choices after UNH?
· Attend a 2-part workshop cosponsored by Career
Planning$ University Advising! Tuesday, October
11 and Tuesday, October 18, 12:30 to 2 p.m. Register
with Career Planning, 862-2010. ·
WEEKLY PEER ADVISING: Sponsored by .
University Advising Center.'. Need answers to
academic questions? Peer advisors are avaiable
on camp4s to,help. Stop in and talk with: Michelle,
Commuter/Transfer Center, MUB; Mondays, 3:30
- 5:30 p.m.; Tom, Scott Hall Office, Tuesdays, 7. 9,. p.m.; Paul, Alexander Staff Office, Wednesdays,
7-9 p.m'. ; Laura, Christenson C Tower Staff Office,
·.
Tuesdays, 7-9 p.m. · ·

WAYSMEET PROTESTAN".f FELLbWHIP: Gath-.
· ers for fun and shar,ing..Jpin us for g,ames an,a
. :popcorn, a fire in th<:; fireplace arid hot mulled cider.
Newc_omers always welcome! Sunday, October 16, Waysmeet Protestant Student _Center, .7 pm. -,, ·
.

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
WORKSHOP: Applying to Graduate or Professional School? Works.hop offers tips on writing .
personal statements, getting letters of recommendation and completing applications. Wednesday,
October 12, 3-4 pm and Thursday, October 13, 12 pm Task Center.
ANTARCTICA: THE SEVENTH CONTINENT:
New course for undergraduates and graduate
: students with science background interested in
Antarctica. Sign up for Earth Sciences 795 /895
E: Fe9ruary 2-March 30,James Hall 115 11-12:30.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
11th Annual 10k Hodi'ecoming Roadrace! Spon. sored by Recreational Sports. Accurately wheeled
measured course through Durham Lee and UNH
Campus. Water Stations at 2 and 4 miles, splits
at 1 and 5 miles T shirts guaranteed to ·first 300
runners . .Top finishers special categories and
dor prizes given. October 22, 9 am

OPENING OF SNIVELY . ARENA: Open for
skating beginning October 3, Mondays, Wednesdays .
and Fridays, noon to 1 p.m. Open on weekends
·
beginning October 29,
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL ROSTERS: Due October
10, Mandatory Captain's Meeting, Carroll/Belknap
Room, MUB, 6 p.m. Games begin October 18.
Information: Denise, 862-2031, '

GENERAL

.
SAVE THE RESERVOIR INFORMATIONAL
MEETING: Sponsored by The Re~ervoir.Coaiition:
To ~reyiew facts ' "a"n d di~cuss stra'iegy. Monday;·-·•
Oct9ber 10, Room 127, Hamilton smith, 6 p.m.

....,_.

.

. CAMPUS RECYCLING: Organized by GAIA a.nd
Great Bay Food Coop. Adopt-A-Building! We are
·look:ing for one or more people from every campus
building to take responsibility for a can-collection
box. Invovles monitoring the box and bringing
bags of. cans to central storage area on campus
and/or arranging pick-up. Call Dan, Sue, or Ki~,
862-3033 (dar,)""or 4'36-1039 or 742-3683 \night). ·.

\

WOMENS STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES: Film:
"It's Never Too Late" Portrait of an elderly woman
who changes careers at age 70 and come out ·at 72.
Wednesday, October. 19, :ForuIQ Room. Library,
noon-I pm ..
-HEALTH :

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING:· Mondays and Wednesdays, Conference Room, Health.
Services, noon to 1 p.m. Inforrnation:·436-8001.
AL-ANON MEETING: Mondays, Library, Health
Services, noon to 1 p.m. lnformatioµ: 742-2002,
Ext.512.
CHRONIC.ILLNESS SUPPOR. T GROUP: Mondays, Conference Room, Health Services, ·7-8 p.m . .
. Information: HealthEducation, 862-382~.
HIV COUNSELING & TETING: Anonymous, free
counseling .and testing for AIDS. Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. By appointment only,
. Health Education, 862:3823.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Tuesctays, Conference Room, Health Services, 1-2 p.m.
Information: 434-7578 or Health Education, 8623823.

John O'Conner, executive director of the National
Campaign, kicked off Earth Care Week,last niglit in .the .MUB.
(photo by Eric Stites)

UNH explores ·waste
By Marianne Mo.ore

-~fforts,, O'Co_nnor explained,
Last night marked the start . _"preventing pollution can .be
of New Hampshire's Earth Care profitable."
Week, as two explosive speakers ~. Connett began. his speech by
urged grassroot acitvism as the arousing the audience with a
way to deal with the frightening plea to , students to stop th~ir
· pursuit of "the comforarable
condition of the enviroment.
John Q'Conner, executive life" because· "we are in serious
. .
..
.
director of the National Toxic ' trouble."
Cqpne-tt stesses resource n;ianCampaign, was the first speaker
··f ollowed,b_y_the keyndte speaker agement, not ,was-t~.-- ~ ,_a,qa;ge.
,
Dr. P au:l Connett:; a chemistry , ment, ,
He claims that "wher~ ·do. we
· professor at St .. Lawrence University and considered to be the put the waste". is the wrong
nation's -lead-i ng recycling ex- question when the right question is "how we undo the waste."
pert.
Connett proposes recycling
• :O ' Conner said he became
involved in the environment as the. only "sane solution to the
·
hernuse h~ grew up with an solidr waste crisis."
He claims .there . are two
.asbestos plant practically in his
backyard: He decided '. to do ap.pr~aches to reducing waste.
SOIJlething aboµt it after watch- . One is the "Rambo style" ,of
ing his father '. s fd ends die. of destroy and burn, and the other
cancer that he contracted at the . · styfe ·involves recover-i.ng . .." _ '
Connett"s arguments soon
·
·
plant.
O'Connor attributed the toxic' ·· became more- personal. , He
waste probleqi to the develop- · ~pok~ ab~mt each p~rsoo mc;1_k ing
ment of syn,t hetic industries ~hat , . w;1;ste d~1ly and paying s-9me guy
.
to take it away.
started with World War II. ·
"There is no ~way," Connett
O'Corrnor emphasized that
the technology is available to yelled at the audience.
Both men stressed that _grass
save the environment, but that
it is . a politic;al problem, not a :oots ac~ivis1ll was imp_o!~ant
m changing the way pol1t1c1ans
scientific issue.
As an argument .to big bus- "' tre.a t the wast~ problem.
·
iness and their intense lobbying ~

CANCER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTERS
MEETING: A group for those with cancer or friends
and relatives with cancer. Tuesdays, Roorn 249;
Health Services, 7-8:30 p.m.
. LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: A look at the ·
impact of alcohol on relationships. Wednesday,
·
October 12 1 Lounge, Smith Hall,7 p.m.
I

ADULT CHILDRE:t-,rOF ALCOHOLICS: lrifo•and
meeting confirmation: 742-2002, ext 512 Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services, 1-2 pm.
. ALCOHOLIC ANONYMOUS MEN'S STEP MEETING: Fridays, Library, Health Services, noon to
1 pm.
MEETINGS

UNH fOLK CLUB MEETING: A reception for
new and returning members. All women assoeiated
with the university directly or through marriage
are invited to attend. Babysitting available, 749. 6326. Tuesday, October 11, Presidenes House, 1-·
3 p.m., dues $5.

~CAMPUS GAY, LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL .
. ALtIANCE MEETING: General meeting ·of
CGLBA, and support group, Tuesday, October 11,
WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: "Women /
·Alumni Room, N.H. Hall, 7 pin.
of Influence in UNH Administration," A panel
of University Administrative women wiir discuss
BLACK STUDENT UNION MEETING: Black
thei:r responsibilities .and experiences at UNH ,
students encouraged. All are welcome! Wednesday,
Friday, October 14, Hillsborough-Sullivan Room,
October 12, Lounge, Smith Hall, -9:30 pm.
MUB 8 am, $3 and registration required in advance,
call Chris 1058.
HORSEMANT CLUB MEETING: Talk about
trips, clinic and ·update on old information .
BIBLE STUDY: A ·general overview study of the
·
Wednesday, October 13, MUB Pub, 7 pm.
scriptures. Newcomers welcome! Meet at Waysmeet
Protestant Student Center. 15 Mill RoadThursday's,
DEMOCRATIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
7 pm.
MEETING: Upcoming activities relating to the
Democratic Presidential, Gubernatorial and ConTGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the Nongressional races will be discussed and planned:
Traditional Student Center Pettee House, noon
to 1:30.- $1 a slice and some of the best company - Interested students encourages to attend. Thursdays,
·
Rm. 140, Hamilton-Smith, 7 pm.
around!-
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(con.t,i nued from page "3)

best," Emily said.
. . the aborti~n -·is done w-as really . said. ':I kno-w he thinks tha:t
1',.t the Center;Erriily was - sunny.
.
way.''
"I expected it to be dark and
During the time span since
grouped with thre.e other worn· en who were there for an scary looking," Emily said.
the abortion, _$he has never one~
abortion. Each woman was also
First they gave Emily a shot regretted what she had done.
"Sometimes I would think
assigned a trained ·su_P,port per- that..would · numb her vaginal
about Todd (not his real name)
son.
·
area. - : .
_
.
"It was'something like a shot and what we could have had, and
"She exp1ained exactly what
was going to be happening to ,- of novocaine," Emily said.
, wonder if I blew it," Emily sai4~
me an,d my bodyt Emily said. · ' They.·thari gave her some- "But aIJ along, deep inside, I
In Emily's· group the ages of thing that. dilated her ,c ervix, knew I -h~d done t~e _right
.
the -women varied. There. was and she was· told to take deep thing.''
Two weeks after the abortion,
a "little kid about 14,:- and then- breaths. The'third step involved
a·worrien probably about 39.''
a machine that Emily described Emily had '. to return - to the
According to Emily the worn- as a "vacuurri" ·which lasted for Center for a routine checkup.
"I didn't want to _go back,"
en were then asked to ·c hange . about three"m.inutes. ·
into ''.johnies," and then' return
"It sta.r ted hurting like hell," Emily said: "I just wanted to
to the waiting room.
,
Emily sai~. :·1 took my support forget about it. I threw out all
:·Now 'that I think back.to the
h~nc! and . started the pamphlets. I didn't want
day, sitting there in a johnny
tng ltke crazy-. At _one anything ·around me to remind
.
was. an uncomfortable situation, , point I a·sked if it was almost me of it_."
. buf at the time I was so nervous. - over."
· •. - ·
After the abortion, Emily
When it w,t's over, she said tried not
think bitterly about
and so dazed I didn'. t eveh think ·
about it," Emily said.
·s he felflike everymuscle in her being pregnant, and the changes
·"Everythi-11g was just going · .body had been pulled.at . . .
that had occurred to her body.
through the ·m otions," ,Emjly
_'T lied ther-e- for a moment,':'
.."I kept reminding myself that
added.
- . Emily sai~: :·:sut then I h·ad to someday it will be right, and I'll
, Next, ~tni_ly ·,went into .a get up because someon.e else was want to be pregnant," E.Q1.ily
private room. to talk with the waiting. I-knew I had to get up, said.
Emily says the whole e;x:pe_ support person one oh orie.
but I · just .wanted to stay there.
· '''.Atfirs-tI -d idn'.twant to talk;{ Helt faint.''
. ·
rience has made her grow up
·
Emily said. '.'I just wanted to get
Her support person help~d a lot.
"I 'don't think I knew I could ·
it over with. I am so glad I did. her to the recovery robm where
They want to make sure you are she was given ,a heating pad, a ever be that strong/' Emily said.
certain without a doubt that an blanket, and a piUoW'. Emily said · ''.I just know that it ·is a totally
abor-tio·n. ls .what you -w_ant to her stomach feldike menstrual different feeling when it
do."
-'
cramps; but -"100 times worse." happens to you."
_
· "I used to think I wouldn't
"She was _really nice," Emily The pain lasted ten minutes and
, have an abo.rtion. But when it
sa~d. .''I started crying then. The then gradually went away.
whole time I was on the verge
"Physically, my body felt happe.ns to you it is so much
of tears. The.whole time I could fine," Emily said. "Emotiorially, different,"·she said.
Emily doesn't see d ie abortion
have staqed crying any second.'' I felt relieved; I was me again.
E·mily sa,id she t~ld her that I hadn't felt that way for a long as S0.{llething she is proud of,
it was important to realize that · time." , · but she knows a lot of women
it was her going through it, and
It took over ·two~months for · who chose to have children at
she had to think of-herself.
her boyfriend to understand the a young age, and are miserable.
"It really was the hardest
One rnor¢ time Emily had,.. to decision she had made:
sit in the waiting room until the
"When I first went to his thing I ever had to do," Emily
·
d6~tor was ready.
· -house after the ab9rtion, all he said.
As ;:i Roman Catholic, -Emily
"The window was open and ··kept telling me was how much
I couldhear the picketers scream- he hurt( Emily said. "I wanted still wonders about how God .
ing out front," Emily said. "They to scream 'because he didn't feels about the choice she made.
"If I really think about it, I
had little kids with ·them and think about me, and all that_I
get scared," ·Emily said. "I
everything."
had just gone through."
When they finally called her
Emily said now their rel~tion- wonder if I'm not going to
heaven because of this. I get
name, '-Emily said she felt like ship has become stronger. .
they were taking her to die. .
"But I know that if we do get - scared about my after-life, and
"You know, like ,'It's your .. married and have children some- if I have one; if I think about
time now, dear,"' Emily said.
day, he will see ~ny qaby we do it too much,"
Emily said the room where have as our second child," Emily _-

COMMUNITYNEWS
OBSERVATORY OPEN:
. !he UNH observatory-will be open to the public
-~riday, October 14 and 28 from 8 to 10 p.m.. Located ,
1n the w~st field of the university Field House~ the
obs~rvatory is equipped with a 14-inch Celestron
telescope. The building, however, is unheated and
c~n.accomodate only a few people at once, therefore, v 1s1tors -are advised to dress accordingly. The ·
odservat9ry will close if weath~r is not permitting.
For' more information, contact the Physics Department at 862-1950.

1 ·
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----DJSARMAMEN T.-----beyond the capacity of individua.,ls to develop a nuclear arsenal,
said Hyder.
·"I could, with a million dollars
a year for ten years, deliver a
nuclear weapon," he said,
Hyder said that the next 12
years are crucial for superpower
relations because of the "greenhouse effect." This summer's
· drought was a only a foreshad. owing of what is to come. ·
As the -gree·n house effect
intensifies, there will be world-

wide drought and famine, causing mass movements of people
to find food, he said. Nuclear
war will occur within 30 to 40
years ~s a result of this disorderly mi'gration.
Hyder exhorted the audience
to become informed and exam'. .
ine their lifestyles. People
should demand a verified disarmament of all weapons.
One suggestion was to "get
after Humphrey," a N.H. senator, for his opposition to the
INF treaty, he said.
Joanie Curry, a member bf the
Coalition for Disarmament and
Peace, said that D r. H yder made
p eop le think about the issues.
"I think he's got a good po int

~
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.EXHIBITS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT:
A photographic ·exhibition .of American-black
women, "Women of Courage," will be on display
in the UNH Thompson Ball until October 14.. The
exhibit of 56 color photographs .is frte and open
to the public~Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to _
4:30 p.m.
·
·

ENVIRONMENTAL CONcms
~

_ regnant~

<continue4 from page 3)
about the_awareness," Curry
said. ·
·
Profess..or Ken ;Fuld of the
psychology department, who
was · responsible for bringing
Hyder to UNH, said that Hyder
was "a bit alarmist''. in his talk,
although he agreed with Hyder
in principle.
Fuld agreed that .{here was
a need for people to modify their
lifestyles, use. less enei;-gy, and ,
b~come politically active. He
agreed that there was a potential
for conflict due to future crop
failures and said it was inevitable if we continued on our
present course.
Fuld said that fear appeals
alone do not work to motivate
an audience, but they must be
coupled with concrete steps.
·People have an "overwhelming .
-sense of doom" about . nuclear
war. ·It is more effective if you
tell them what to do rather than
scare them.
'
Fuld attributed the size of the
audience to apathy, because
nuclear war is a largely _hypothetical, "abstract notio n" for
most people, and o ne feels ·
· "impotent in the face of it."

Need Help?
Seacoast
Cr:sis Pregnancy Center
FREE.& CONFIDENTIAL
pregnancy testing
rnunceling & informat_ion
.practical support

.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT:
- Registration for new v·oters and correction of the checklist will be held on Tuesday,.October 18,
from, 7-9 p.m., and on Saturday, October 29, from
11 a.Ill. to 12'noon. The Supervisors oft'he Checklis.t
~i~l be ,a~ t~e Du~ham Town Hal_l and proof of
cm~e~shtp 1s requ1~ed for n~w voter registration.
This t.~-cJ~des a btrth certificate, passport, or .
naturahzat1on-papers. Curi:ent checklists are posted
at the To~m Hall, the Post Office; and Memorial
Building'. . ··
- ,
·
-_

We Care!

HOTLINE 74_9-4441

EARTH CARE WEEK:
In a-p preciation of Earth Care Week, the second
weeK of October, an Environmental Fair at UNH
will focus on.environmental concerns _facing New
Hampshire and the nation. The fair will open on
Monday October 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the Granite State
· Room of the Memorial Union Building and will
continue on Tuesday, October 11 ~t noon. Also on
Tuesday, at 7:30 p.m., _environmentalists will make
brief presentations on issues c,u rrently being
addressed by their respetive organizations. For
more information, contact Martha Bailey, New
Hampshire Toxics, at 1-800-922-5672 (in N.H.)
or (603) 382-6963; J.P. Nadeau, Chairman of the
League of Towns, ac(603) 436-0110; or Rep. Dean
Merchant, House Environment and Agriculture
Committee_, at·-(603) 778-7817.
·

·90 Washipgmn Street
Suite 3061\, Dover.NH

SEMINARS

F=======================

J

1

~

ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR:
,
"Invertibrate Neuroimrnunology: Opioid Involvement in Hemocyte Migration and Adh~ar~nce," ·
will be discussed by Dr. George Stefano, S.U.N.Y.
Old W ~stbury Campus,. at the Zoology Department
Seminar, October 13-;-at 1' p.m .. 'The department
seminars are free and open to the public. For location
and more information contact the zoology department at 862-2100.
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More B.S..from TNH
. Return to rerli_ns to_o redundant
_Jay Kumar is a, Staff 'Reporter for Th~ New Hampshire.
and God knows what else.
· The Munsters are back. So .are Tony Oriando & Dawn ,
The Califomia Raisins lip-synched '!I Heard It Through the Village People and Charlie's Angels. If that isn't reason
· the Grapevine" a few years ago for-a·commercial and made
enough to end it all,-I don't know what .is.
Suicidal tendencies aside, i_t seems as though our society - an album (of, you guessed it, old Motown hits) which went
to number one. Now a b~nch of people in large raisin
does not want to leave its past behind it. Everywhere you
costumes are on tour. Only in America.
turn, there's something ·else desi-gned to cash in on the
In the rock world, _things aren't much better. The list of
past. Be it television, music or movies, little mar~eting
reunions is almost endless: The Monkees, Deep 'Purple, ~
weasels everywhere are getting rich by dredging up old
Bachman Turner .Overdrive , Dr. Hook, Lynyrd Skynyrd,
ideas instead of thinking up new ones.
Kansas, Little Feat, Foghat, Simon and Garfunkel , Bad
I don't think all the weasels are making money, because
· 1 doubt everybody's watching the resurrected versions _ Company, Led Zeppelin (for a couple of shows, anyway), of '. '. Good Times" and "What's Happening?"'But sure enough, • The Who, Paul Revere and the Raiders, Mountain; Vanilla
_
Fudge and on and on and on.
in the last five years or so, there have been more comebacks
Also, artists are finding out that the quickest way to become
and reformations an·d unholy regurgitations than you can
successful is to either cover an old song or sound like an
shake a stickat (and we all know how painful that can be).
old band. In the last year, Tiffany became huge (in a manner
As far as television goes, programmers seem to ttiink
of speaking) by first covering an old Tommy James song
that people really want to watch the new "Mission
("I Think We're Alone Now") and then absolutely butchering
lrr,,possible" (once again fec;1turing the centuries-old Peter
a Beatles classi,c ("I Saw Her Standing There") . Cheap
Graves as Mr. Phelps), "Angels '88" (with n_evy bimbos),
Trick recently had a big hit with a cover of Elvis' "Don't
"Police Sto.ry," and "The NewMonkees." Mind boggling,
Be Cruel." And there's a new version of "The Locomotion"
isn't it?
·
that's getting popular.
· Reunions are popular as well. In the works for this season
are reunions of "Welcome Back, Kotter"- (It'll be interesting · Then there are about 300 heavy metal bands that have
become big just by copying Led Zeppelin, as well as others
to see if "Up yo.ur nose with a rubber hose" becomes ?
who are little more than watered-down versions of Aerosmith.
popular catch-phrase again. Somehow I doubt it) and the
And you have rap, where Run DMC became popular .through
Brady Bunch will regroup for a Ch ristmas special. A "Mr.
a -version of Aerosmith's old hit "Walk This Way," and the
Ed" reunion has be,en mentioned (with a new horse , of
Fat Boys (who were already big , girth-wise) who covered
course, of course) . "Perry Mason," "Gilligan's Island,"
"Wipeout" and "The Twist." La~t year, the disco anthem
"I Dream of Jeannie" and "Eight is Enough" have all reunited,
"Funkytown" was successfully remade , and now the
with "Columbo" soon to follow . The "Star Trek" movies
underground band Shriekback -is scoring with a version
do big business and most of the stars from "M.A.S.H." have
.of KC and the Sunshine Band's tribute to wide lapels and
been doing IBM commercials.
gold medallions, "Get Down Tonight."
Thanks to the miracle of cable and syndication, we are
The nostalgia craze is at its height. The "Elvis is Alive"
able to watch both countless reruns and new episodes
·of such gems as "Still the Beaver," "Star Trek: The New _ rumors are everywhere. People probably watch reruns
more than new shows. Older, established artists sell better
Generation" and "T.J. Hooker." The latter starred William
than newer ones. Still, one has to think this stuff will dwindle
Shatner·(as a tough copwho made it a point in every episode
in popularity soon . After all, how long can people live in
to jump over at least one car while chasing a bad guy) and
_ -- ·
the past?
Adrian Zmed (the self-proclaimed stud who replaced the
Watching "The Brady Bunch" is always good for a few
_
inimitable Deney Terrio on "Dance Fever").
· Popular music has not been immune to nostalgia-fever .- laughs at the expense of their loud shirts and bell bottoms,
.but doesn't there come a time wheQ you have to say, "Enough
(not to be-confused with the aforementioned "Dance Fever").
is e.nough"? Shouldn't we concern ourselve.s with the future,
lt seems ever since "The Big Chill" came out, with its hugelyor at least the present? I'm not saying we should forg-et
successful soundtrack of classic '60s Motown hits, that
the past, b·ut maybe we should pay attention to things more
many people have become content to listen to older music
contemporary, like radon and new music and our politicians' ,
rathe r than new. Hence the popularity of "classic hits"
·
sex lives.
radio stations and the success of movie soundtracks jamThe renewed popularity of the 1960s and 1970.s (seeing
packed wi t h old hits ("Stand By Me, '. ' ''Good Morning,
as we are almost into the 1990s) reminds me of that period
Vietnam," "Platoon," et al).
in the mid-to-late seventies when the 1950s became really
Probably the biggest movie sound~rack in recent memory
big: "Happy Days" and "Laverne and Shirley" were the
_ that has capitalized .on the past is "Dirty Dancing," which
biggest TV shows, "American Graffiti" and "Grease" were
went all the way to number one, and has spawned another
the biggest movies, and fifties' albums and memorabilia
album of hits (imq.ginatively called "More Dirty Dancing"),
were selling like hotcakes. It was duri~g that time, when
a concert tour, an upcoming TV series and, I'm sure, another
I was in the fourth to sixth grades (not all at once, of course),
,
12 or 13 movie sequels.
when it became popular to pretend you were the Fonz, to
Another new home for "classic rock" is in TV commercials,
give the "thumbs up" sign and say, "Aaaaayyy." But once
to attract the so-called .baby boomer market. You can hear
we hit the seventh grade, we realized how stupid we looked
the Beatles sing fo r Ni'ke (thanks to the bad one himself,
· .
·and we grew out of it.
Michael -Jackson), Aretha Franklin for Chevrolet, Stevie
Maybe it's time to hit the seventh grade again. Or at least
Wonder for batteries, and Eric Clapton, Genesis and Steve
to stop buying records mad_e -by people in large (aisin
Winwood fo r Michelob, in addition to va rious and sundry
1
,
·
· -:
costumes.
Motown tunes for Duncan Hines, Mercury, Duracell batteries,
Th is colum n ·shall appear as a regular feat ure in The New Ramp~
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University Eye Care
53 Main St.
868-1012

(continued from page 3)

minorities in certain departments, but if they were out
there, we would hire them," said
·
De'.lne. Deane said she seldom comes
across any re_sentment from
people who are opposed to an
affirmative action plan.
"I woukl be surprised that at
the university in tpis day and
age,-people feel that women and
minorities cannot be successful,"
Deane said. "They woulq_ have
_
to be almost paranoid."
No one is ever forced to hire
someone they feel is not qualified, Deane said. They only are
encouraged to make every pos.:.
sible effort to reach out.
Registrar Stephanie Thomas,
also affirmative actioa executive
assistant to President Haaland,
said she becomes angered when
people think women or minor.,.
ities -will be hired over men only
because·of their sex or color
''It's a horrible thing when
people aut_o matically assume
that a woman o-r minority is
going to be less qualified,"
Thomas said. "It seems to me
that women and minorities are
often more qualified, because
they have worked so much
harder than there white male
colleagues. _
Thomas said UNH is trying
to be more aggressive about
their committment to affirmative action.
She encourages department
heads to do more than fill out
job advertisements stating women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
. "If they just get_on the phone,
call these people," Thomas
added, "personal contact is ,
-worth 1,000 ads."
Once -a m0nth, Thomas meets
with President Gordon Haaland
to update him on -the univer·sity' s progress~in affirmative
· -action. ·
"I would say Go_rdon is ,a
feminist," Thomas said. "AH
along he has been very suppor- tive. He is extremely committed
in hiring women to the un'iversity."
Her position, a special assistant to the president, puts affirmative action · right to the top ·
"~here it b~longs/' added Thomas.
According to Thomas, money
· is a factor in hiring woman and
also in re:rainirig them.
' "Scho'o ls like Harvard and
~artmouth_can offer 50 percent
more money," Thomas said.
'·'They are the ones getting the
· women."
Although _the majority of
· principal administrators' positions, such as deans, at UNH
are male; an, affirmative action
plan does not ·appear, to be
_
1>t~ctifying the problem. \
r-f· "Let's face it, this school, thiste.ation, is run by white males,"
fUeane said. "But there are not
a lot of women out there who
have the experience to be a
principal administrator."
Presently UNH has goals set
for three women as principal ,
administrators, three executive
management positions and four
supervisory positions.
It is th e univers ity 's po licy
tha t in t he process· of recruitme n t for ap-p oin tment to all
positons , no p er manent appointmem will be made unt il
mino r ities and women can,didates have been actively sought
out and encouraged to apply,
Deane said.
"I have never seen a case with
three people-who were equally
qualified, ahd the only thing
separating them was their sex,
or color," Deane said. "I suppose ·
DIVERSITY, page 21 _
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The, UNH Debate Society
CAMPU S
,
GAY/LE SBIAN/B ISEXUA L.
, ..
ALLIAN CE

Pr~-sents ...

Another ·Meeting!
10/11/88 in rm 134 of the .MUB
/

The deba ·t e s·ociety is always interested ·
in acquiring new members who desire ,t o
-take the challenge of debate and :speech
competit-ion, on-campus or intercollegia tely. Look for meeting times and places in
The New Hampshire's calendar of events,
9r ·posted on MUB rm 134. .
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, -_ 1st .General Meeting·
7 pm, Tuesd41y, October 11, 198:8 ·
-Alumni Room, New lJampshire Hall
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual students encquraged
All Welc.o me
· Privacy/ Confidentiality Respected
Refreshments provided -- bring Musical Instruments
..

.

Better your communicat ions skills,
· better yourself. -. .

Join Debate!
I
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UNIVER_SIT Y OF NEW HAMPSHIR E
Oftk~ or · the Dean llf Students
HuJJl~sttm Hal l
Durham. :--:ew Hampshire 03824-3532 _
(60.1 ) .;i,:.:050

October 6, 1988

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM. NEW HAMPSHIRE

03824

October 3, 1988

Randy Spartadino
Brother Peace
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH - 03824

Dear Randy,
For those of us grapplj.ng for years with sexual violence issues,
relief.
"Brother Peace" brings a sigh

of

To:

Jonathan Garthwaite
Randy Spartichino

From:

Gordon A. Haaland, P r e s i d e n L a

Re:

BrotherPeace

a_

~-f..-

I am pleased to offer my endorsement to the BrotherPeace
effort that you ar_e sponsoring and want _to commend you .for
taking the leadership in organizing such an event on campus.
It is important to bring these issues to t~e attention
of the campus community . and to increa se everyone's awareness.
we must do all we can to create an environment free from
violence_, and your event will help us to achieve that important goal.

Our brothers have seen the pain_and sorrow, their consciousness
raised an¢! their effiPowerm_e nt manifest. ,
In feminist circ les, we always knew that without men·s
involvement and recognition of women· s victimization in our society ,
we will not attain our goal which is: a society where the balance of .
power is shared amongst men and women equally.

At a tune when campus sexual violence reaches epidemic
proportions, many men ,have vented their frustations at the conduct Qf
other men and their lack of opportunity to voice their thoughts and
feelings.
This is your opportunity· to speak; this is the tune to come and
get together with other- people who have a dream of a day and time
where rallies lik~ this will no longer be necessary.
We . strongly support you.

I hope that BrotherPeace is a big success~

Sincerely,

GAH/bmc

Eve Goodmon
' SHARPP Program
ELG:dbm

STUDENT SENATE BILL X-33

INTRODUCED BY: M. Scenna, T. Silk, W. Hammond, S. Roderick
M.~Rose,]...Garthwaite, and A. "Camble.
DATE: October 9, 1988
Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the University
of New Hampshire to support and encourage participation in
BrotherPeace on October 14, 1988.

MEN'S

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
· University of New Hamp•hlre Panhellenlc Council

Office of the Dean ol StudenlS

Huddleston Hall

.

Durham, New Hampshft 03824
(603) 862-20.50

October 10, 1988

TQ: Andrew Gambel
Jonathan Giµ-thwaite
Randy .Spartichino

Randy Spartadino-.
Brother Peace
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824

FROM: ,Danlel" Fasciano, Interfratei-nity Council President

DATE: October 10, 1988

Dear Randy,
As representative_s of the seven sororities on campus, the P9:I1hellenic
Council is pleased to offer our commitment to the Brother Peace program.
In breaking traditional social norms, we commend your efforts to have

men speak out about men's violence.
The ,Greek system lia~ t -a ken steps and made statements against se:icual
harrassment and abuae, and are encouraged by outside support such as yours.
As Greek women we offer our endorsement and .look foward to attending your _
program October 14 to support the courageous steps that will be taken
by men that day.

~·~-

Christipa Braman
Panb,ellenic Council President

RE: Brotl:ierPeace Endorsement
It bas always.been my belief that words are no match for actions. +tis true
that actions are most often initiated through verbal interactions. · On Friday,
October 14th, you take a progressive step toward the ending of men's violence
against _others.
0

It brings _me great pleasur~ to add my. support and the the support of the Interf'raternity Council to your cause. By unanimous vote, · IFc has voiced its moral
support to the Brothe7:"Peace activities ·to be held October 14th.
I am committed, however, to more than· Just ~moral" supportA It . is my hope
tha~ IFC will encour~e- many fellow Gr~eks to attend and participate in the event,
and I can only pray that during this week I will gain the courage to become
an active participant myself. Thank you for your continued. persistance and
bravery. I look forward- to seeing you this Friday.

.!

l
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Friday, (ktobe r 14 at 11=30
.·.· · on,T-B all Lawn is /
•

I

.Bro ther Pea ce·.·.
I

an internation al day of action
f

,/

~

to end men's.violence~ . ·

In three .minutes across the . United States:
• One woman-will .be raped ...
• Ten women will
be battered ...
.
.
• $46,000 ,·Will ·be spent .on pornogra-p hy .. .
• $2 ..m.illion will be· spent on t~e m.ilitary ... by men
I.
'

I

October _14, 1988 at exactly 3:00 pm,

'

.

share three minutes of silence · to recogniz8 'thOse who have
died from,

or

suffer~d _and survived, male violence.
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o 1982 Varden Studios~ .

Oct. 17 Nov.,11
Outside room ·125

SENIOR PORTRAITS:
Oct. 24 - Nov. 11
..

s ·r
a
1fya Maqntosh today-you may

t

f

Now that a new school year is under assignments that look as though you
way, we have an idea that'll make both · bribed a friend-in art school. And with ·
you and your parents feel abit more an amazing new program called ,
HyperCard®- which fust happens
confident come finals time:
Get aMacintosh®.computer to help to com~ packaged with every
Macintosh- you can easily store,
with your Domework.
·organize, and cross-reference research
Then you'll never have to spend
notes to your heart's content.
another all-nighter retyping a paper
And if that isn't e~ough reason
just to purge a few typos and dangltng
modifiers. You'll be able to crank out ·~

Enter Oct.3-21
University Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14 -.
Drawings held on F·ridays: Oct.7,14,2t · ·
Apple, the-Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Sony Oiscman is atrademark of Sony CorpQration.

. .

No p~chase necessary. Odds depend on number of entrants. See your campus Apple r~ller for_complete·contest details. Prizes may vary from product shown.

I/.

I•

_

1
,,
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UN H Students and Staff

~~VOTE
LEO SPENCER
STATE REPRESENT ATIVE
On Education:
Backround:
BEd Keene State; MST-Chemistry UNH; MA-Duke Univ.
Experience: •
J
Highschool science/math teacher - 7 years
University chemistry/ Microbiology teaching and research - 9 years
Wife, Shirley, elementary school t~~cher
Daught~r, Bonnie., senior at ljNH
Son, Sha.nnon, entering college next year
Positions:
Committed to excellence in education
Committed to support of UNH system
Committed to holding or,low.ering tuition
.Committed to increasing financial aid and will introduce the legislation

w~ro

·

· \ow is the time to make
your choice. Because
e\'ery ArtCar\'ed college
ring- from handsome
traditional to contemporary styles- is on sale
now! You 'll he impressed
\\ith the fine ArtCarved
' craftsmanship that's
hacked hy a Full Lifetime
Warranty. And you'll
appreciate the sa\'ings .
. Don't miss out!

·

I VOW to represent the Durham, Lee, Madbury District in an ACTIVE
and forceful manner to the best of myability; too rpany of our legislators
are passive, if not sleepy iri their representation. ,

nu!Quali~I'.

The Cr{!{tsmanship.
The Remml >rm Desert·e.

-'rr MA1N ~r.

DUMA~, ttH.

(_(Jz) 3b8~,~52..

(!oME ., lN ·,,,

5e£ W" AfS ME~ · TODA't !

<

ktober' 10,11,12 .

Date

10:00am-3:00pm

Time

Barnes & Noble Bookstore

Place
. Deposit Required -

t ; 1987 ArtCarvr d Class Rings. ·

IZ:

I

,.....Se. . . .,
win aSony Discman.
·to loc)k at a Macintosh today~ here s
another:
·
Right now,you have three chances .·
· to win one -of Sony's DiscmanT" CD
players~ inducting the exciting Sony
Pocket Discman, which also plays the
new 3-inch CDs. And even if you miss·
out on the CD player, youmay still win ·
'One of 15 Apple T-shirts. No strings
attached-just fill out a registration·
1

form at the location
listed below.
So come,in and get your
hands-bn a Macintosh.
.If not_for-yourself, do it for
your folks.
·
·

The power to be your best:M

l
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Editorial
Confronting socic1l issues
Two big .events, meant to increase our
awareness and knowledge of vital social
issues, are _being sponsored throughout this
week.
,
The first major event taking place is Earth
Care Week. Events over last summer made
these matters_urgent. We saw blistering
heat possibly foreshadowing the "green- house effect," record amounts of medical
waste washed up
our shores and the
deaths of thousands of our animals such
as ·dolphins, seals and other marine life·
primarily due to pollution, just to ,;iame
a few.
·
It i·s painfully obvious our intoxication
with environmental shortcuts in the name
of a buck has made our vision short-sighted
as well. The result could possibly, and quite
literally, be a living hell for our children
and their children. We ·can no longer avoid
the consequences of our -wasteful society.
~arth Care Week is -emphasizing action
against environmental concerns. A fair to
raise ·awareness is being held today in the

on

campus of ours. Especially op. this quaint
·litt,l.e campus of ours.
_ ·' ~
The point of BrotherPeace is for men
to speak out against male violence. It is
a valient effort to confront socially inbred
· habit:,; and idealog{es. Our society has
-- accepted physical and verbal dominance .
-as a sign o'f strength for far too long. A
- tlStlCS.
truly strong pers:o n is the one -who can
resolve differences without violeqce, who,
"In three minutes across the United
can show character without being one.
States:
· The time to change our attitude is now.
• One woman will be raped...
Pleas~
dare to face the -ugJy side of our ·
• Ten women will be battered...
humanity
and learn to help, not hurt, one
____ __! $46,000 will be spent on· porno-- --- graphy...
_
.
· another. This Friday, BrotherP~ace takes
an important step with a speakout at 12:30
• $2 million will be spent on the
p.m. in front of.Thompson HalL
military.:;by men"
_
In acheiving compassion and understanding for our fellow human beings ~s well
That's every three minutes, folks--the
as our environment, we need to leave our
time it takes for you to walk from Thompson
self ~centered natures ·behind.· Beautifui
Hall to downtown Main Street. These
pebple. and· a beautiful world are there to .
figures are a disturbing ·reality; a reality
which we can no longer ignore. It is too - inspire us if we are only willing _to'· work
for them.
brutaly apparent, even on this quaint little
Granite State-Room of the MUB from 125 p.m..
_
_ The secorid, called BrotherPeace, coincides with Sexual Violence Awareness
Week. Flyers advertising the BrotherPeace
movement have been distributed across
c~ll?-pus. They reflect some startling sta-

1

Haaland

and sometime·s concerned-peiso-n After all, if the skin is broken, then
don't mind being caught a·nd fear, sell tickets for a profit, all while
and not the dogmatic, beer drinking the door is open for the spre_ad of
punishe? for drinking.- It's my maintaining their sexist _and derebel
that
has
come
to
represent
To the Editor and President Gordon disease, whether it is a gash, or a
prerog~t1ve. I know the ~ules and. generative e11v!ir9µrrient. This is
the typical. UNH student to many. needle prick. And it is ,. more comHaaland
I choose . to br-eak them. What " cleat p·r¢J·udice ;- We want 1·ustice,
. n to f1"nd razors in the trash than · b'ot h ers ·me 1s
· t h at t h e·re ts
I challenge you to let your education mo
· ·a· President Haaland:=You can't deny
After reading Dennis O'Connell's
begin:
forum piece (Friday October 7), my
it is to find a syringes. Razors are
different set of rules for me than your responsiblity any longer. Laws
Sincerely, just as bad and much more frequent,
conviction has been further bolthere is for the frat members.
· are not meant to be exclusive,
Christopher Pollet and they are NEVER sterilized after ·
. stered to the point that I need to
So I address this question directly they'.re for all of us. Justice, PresClass of 1988 their use.
- to you p rest·dent H aa land , h ow long ident Haaland, we want justice.
write this letter and ask the question, "What does it really take to
Finally, I spend enough money
can -you look the other way? FraJames Doneski
be the President of the U nviersity
on µiedical supplies to have to spend
terni~ies drin~ openly a!]-d without
Sophomore'English Major,-, _
more
for
the
"proper"
disposal
of
,
,_,,,
of New H'ampshire?"
I ask this because it is obvious To the Editor:
I am writing -this in response to are
my safe.
supplies.
tha,tare
myconcerned
practices · ~ - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - • - - • - • - But, Iiffeel
others
that President Gordon Haaland is
lacking one or more of the essentials DISEASES TRACED TO NEE- (ie: Ron Lavoie, Dr. Patterson, or
in holding the illustrious position. - DLES, which -appeared in Friday's whom ever), then provide these
New Hampshire (10/7), because boxes for free. I won't mind using
No Mr. Haaland, before you take I am a diabetic and did not care for them, but I don't see any reason for
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief
this as a personal attack, I do the way we were portrayed as truel, me to go out of my way and pay for
understand what, for the most part, disease-spreading inoividuals who them when I don't see myself as
·
you go through and many of your · are not concerned with environ- causing a threat.
ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor, KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
Tom Witmer
responsibilities and I can ·say that mental issues, whatsoever.
SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor-PAMELA-DEKONING, News Editor
First;
it was insinuated that AIDS
I am glad it is you in the President's
RICHARD ·o'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Edito'r
house and not I. The inherent could be spread by getting pricked
SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
ERIC STITES P,hoto Editor pressures wo~ld be far to great for by a needle in the dumpster. This
ELIZABETH
J.
MORAHAN,
Arts
Editor
GAIL
ROBERTSON, Forum Edito~
is
not
so.
In
fact,
I
have
never
heard
me to find the worth of the position.
_ SCOTT MILLER~-Business Manager
I wrote an indepth article for of any incurable diseases being
DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
Main Street last year on your · ,pread in such a way. The AIDS To the Editor:
Since the beginning of the semes"Strategic Edge" plan and in doing virus cannot survive outside a living
Advertising ABBoclates
Ashley Logan
Jen Puroy
so came into contact with people host for an extended period of time. ter we.have been bombarded by an
Debbie Donohoe
Bryan Lyons
Alvson Sanborn
Parke Madden
Dan MacDonald
who outlined your position to me Besides that, if I had such a disease infinite amount of rhetoric dealing
Erika Schwabb
Sarah
Minnoch
·suzy
McDermott
Tim Thornton
with
campus
alcohol
and
drug
as
AiDS
or
hepatitis
(which I don't,) ,
{primarily your secretary and ExAsst Business Mgr.
, Elizabeth Moulton
Jill Van Lokeren
Linda Rodgers ·
Stacey MIJrgo
Kristen Waelde
ecutive Assistant to the President, - I would certainly not just pitch my problems. The administration has
Circulation Mgr.
M.t. Nash Kelli Wardm;m _ .
Daniel DiBiasio). What struck me needles! I would not be able to live pledged to take a harder stand on
· Steve Greason
Kristin O'Connell
Amanda
Waterfield
ABBI Circulation Mgr.
Hilary Paige
Jennifer Yancci
was that what you are truly lacking with myself if I were to do some- these violations and -have had the
Greg Pariseau
Craig Parker
backi~g
of
the
thing
Student
like
that,
Senate
even
in
if
no
one-were
in your a_d~inistration is a good
, t:U~!e~~:rs
Graphic Managers
Jody Pratt
Lisa Hamel
· Al Pratt
;understanding of the average UNH to come in contact with the needles! this vow. And sure enough the
Ric Dube
Bess
Franzosa
Colleen Sebastian
Brendan Gleeson
Second, when I pitch my needles, increased vehemence of this policy
student.
Graphic ABBlstants
Mark Schenkel
Karen Hall
Beth BrognaKris Van Santtoord
However good the studies are or I do so with some-care as is. When - has been felt campus-wide. Chances
Petrik Jonsson
Rebecca Crepeau
Stephanie Zuniga
Arthur Lizie
how well you delegate your author- I am done with a syringe, I wipe of being q1ught drinking or doing
Winnie Danenbarger
Production Anlstant
Jodi MacMillan
Deanna Ford
Kristen Waelde
-ity, you cannot and are not getting . the needle off with an alcohol wipe, drugs seems to be significantly
Marc Mamigonian .
Han:ier Ingram
· Staff Reporter
Michelle McSw.eeney
to know the average UNH student; break the cap off, and ·pull the higher· this yel;lr and. the quantity
Lorrii.Leighton
Jay Kumar
Jennifer Long
News Reporters - ·
his/her concerns, his/her questions · plunger out. Thus, it is disposed of people having to go te> court is
-~'!«:f~a~~~e"!
Tuc.ker Sheffer
David Agular
Kevin Connelly
_a nd the status ,o f his/her genenl of in three differen·t pieces. And certaip.ly having a chilling effec_t
News Brief Edftor
Chris Bartlett
Jami Doneski .
on
many
students.
to
farther
I
my
say
point,
this
is
when
I
break
David.P. Dow
Alex Berger
well-being.
_ _
John Dubois
On-the-Spot Editor
Sue Broshiali
G.H. Elder
' I understand that you are>a very the cap off, the needle is contained campus wide with the exception
Kelly Whiteman
lshi Burdett
Ward D. Fraser
0
Peggy Busby
btisy man. I give you a hell of a lot wit_h in the cap which is quite of ·o ne place. Where might that be?
Rob Heenan
~~i1~!r
Caryl
Calabria
snuggly
fit,
so
Some
there
secret
is
no
way
hiding
that
place
where
Chuck
Mccue
·of credit for that but somewhere
Karen Laliberte
Rebecca Carroll
J. Russell Pabst ·
neither
the
administration
there
will
be
an
nor
instance
the
of
a
needle
Photographers
Matt Combs
you have to work in an understandCartoonists
Alex Boros
Angelique Davi
Michael F. Dowe
ing of students. Eat lunch with sticking out of a garbage bag. police can find? No, this bastion
Jennifer Bowes
Gina DiGregorio
1
Robert Durling
Jill Brady
Julie Douglas
them, study in their library, sleep Besides which, the needle is only of im:munity is a place that is
John Hirtle
Christine Butterworth
Thea Favalaro
Kurt Krebs
in their dormitories and apart- 1/2 inch long. It is not an exposed obvious to everyone on campus; the
Anthony Cafaro
Prescott Faulkner
Dick Sawyer
Barbara Clay
Amy Ferreirra
ments, whatever it takes. What is 3 or 4 inch pointed object that police, the administration, the
Technical Supervisor
Chris Doubek
Curtis Graves
faculty, as well as the students.
Leah Orton
obvious to me is however ·intricate resembles a weapon.
Christopher Estes . -Karen Hamilton
Copy Editor
Another point which should be Where is this place? Frat row.
Tim Farr
Ellen Harris
and expansive your chain of inforCurtis Graves
Ann
Marie
Gagnon
Evan Henschel
Karen Hamilton
mation is at this university, you are considered, so long as the finger · I'm not for banning all drinking
Chris Gamache -•
Mark Holthoff
l"yplsts & Copy Readers
Leah Gendler
Wendy Jean
not getting an understanding of the seems to be pointed at those that on campus but I am for seeing equal
-Caryl Calabria
Tim Golden
Tom Joseph
Leslie Cota
average student. Enough questi- have to use syringes because of justice for all groups on campus.
Sadie Greenway ·
Rich Kelley
Elizabeth Crossley
Deborah Hopkins
onaires and get-togethers with · medical reasons which are out of It's a frustrating paradox that the _
Michelle Kirsenbaum
Rachel Levine
Emily
Kelemen
Steve
Loos
Lynn Mezzano
student government and your ad- their control, \S: what about razors? most obvious area of unlawful
Ronit Larona
Sarah Minoch
Christine O'Connor
Renee Lindoe
Carol Mooney
ministration, make time to get to -It seems to me that if one is drinking and drugs remains practically
untouched
concerned
while
Mari_anne
about
the
Moore
all
hypodermics,
nonthen
know the students who are getting
g-reek members of campus have .to · .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lllfililildliiiillilll_lll!II___________•
they should also be concerned a:bout
educated here.
hide in their closets t0 have a beer. ,·
_any
ra~or
that
is
used
for
shaving.
What yo~ might find is a serious,

Needles
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University Forum
Broth er
Peace
'88
By Wendy Hammond

Why do we blame
the victim?

By Eve Goodmon

By Nili Nimrod.

· Why are we all at this University? Here we spend
at least four years of our life striving for knowledge
and enlightenment. In this community we hope
to evolve into ,m ore civilized, productive contributors
to our society. We read, write, analyze and theorize.
We condemn ignorance and hate while we extol
education and peace. But while we have our faces
buried in our school books there exists a violence
on this campus that cannot be denied .
Since this semester began, at least seven cases
of sexual assault have been reported on this campus.
Most of those attacks_involved acquaintances. While
victims are becoming more free to report the crimes,
many assaults still go unreported; that number
~e can only speculate. Countless numbers of
student·s, women and men, have been victims of
,v erbal assault harassment. As· intelligent women
and men, we cannot overlook this hatred. Each,
- as individuals, need to involve ourselves to speakout
and end this violence. One stop we can take is to
participate in BrotherPeace on this Friday, October
14th.
BrotherPeace began in 1985 and is an international
day of action to end men's violence. Involvement
in this world wide celebrated day is one step each
of us can take to recognize and combat the violence
and hate that is dem<?nstrated thro~gh rap·e and
assault.-- Brot.qerPeace 1s an event that will not only
occur oq our campus, but on other campus-es and
in otheo,;" town:, ,aroqnd1 NortlfAmerjca and ~urope
as we11.
·
.,..,
The day begins at 12:30 on Friday, October 14th
on T-Hall's lawn. It's a day devoted to men's vfolence
against women, children, and other men. We'll.
hear · speeches by UNH faculty and students,
· organizations such as the New Hampshire Central
_American Network and the American Friends
organization will be represented. Following the
scheduled speeches, other students and faculty will
have an opportunity to speakout or give testimonial
to men's violence. At 7pm that night there will
·be a candlelight march leaving from T-Hall, _
.
Sunday aight, Student Senate passed a resolution
supporting and urging participation in the day.
I want to reach -out to all of you and urge you
personally to get involved. It doesn't take. a lot to
care about others. We all need to· respect each other
as human beings. The time to sit' idly by while others
are being persecuted, oppressed and assaulted is
over. We can't sJrive for enlightenment and peace
but ,prc!-ctice violence and hate. Please show your
support for this important event and take time
to participate in BrotherPeace this Friday. _
Wendy Hammond is the Student Body P_res-ident.

How can one heal from the degradation and
humiliation resulting from sexual assault in an
environment that holds her/him responsible for
!being assaulted?
· ·
Survivors of .sexual ·violence express to SHARPP
their painful distress at the ·attitudes of the people
around them and how further victimizeq they feel.
. The following are two statements written by
UNH Rape Advocates/Counselors in training that
address the social phenomenon called "Blaming,
the victim". ·
·
·
·
' Eve Goodmon is the coordinaiorfor SHARPP.

We blame the victim because we think she should
have known better, as if she knew she was going
to get raped.
,.
.
' We blame her because she stayed overnight, even
though she was in no shape to drive or walk back
home.
We blame her because she just did not fight back,
forgetting that he could have hurt or killed her
·if she did.
We blame her because she wears sleazy clothes,
though everyone is .entitled to their own t.aste in
clothing, and wearing a mini-skirt even when not .
in fashion does not necessarily mean she wants
By Tom Witmer
someone to forcibly -g et under her skirt!
·
We blame her -for trust_ing the wrong people,
One of the reasons we, as a society; blame the
as if we would not trust a friend unless we had a
victim for a rape is that in.the minds of many people
good reason not to trust him?
.
_
rape is an act of sexual contact, no(an act of _violence.
· We .blame her because we judge her on no solid
In this perspective, rape is sex in that if it's unwanted,
basis. We have not been in her place. We cannot
· it will not happen. For sex, this is true, but for rape
i_t is not. Furthermore; many believe, due to society, _fully understand her position. It is. easy for us to
that it is very difficult to allow penetration, if'it . sit down and rationalize everything that happened,
when we have all the time in the world and we are
is in the least bit unwelcomed, but perhaps the
under no threatening conditions. Blaming the victim
survivors of rape are the best to dispute this. Also,
seems like the easy way- out. Because we have a whole
in the U.S., it is a societal standard that one has
list of things she should have thought of, done,
to "look out for oneself, because no one else will",
or known of, but she was so stupid that she did
and with this belief, it is easy to see why we, as
not thin_k of them, or did not know them, therefore
a society, blame the victim.
it
is her fault, and we think that maybe she even
Tom Witmer is a junior_with a Electrical Engineerdeserved being raped, for hopefully she learned
ing major.
her lesson.
.
.
. Nili-Nimr~d is a junior with a Libe;al ArtsUndeclared maior.

,,,,,;, Wltere's th(( dOUgh?
By John Kelley
As summer passed, I looked hopefully in the
In May of this year, I won the Daniel Morin Poetry.
mai-lbox, but in vain. While waiting, I converted Prize for undergraduate poets, $100. I was not
the prize money into meaningful exchange fo~ notified through any official channel, one of my.
young family of four. $100 equals 5 boxes of Buggies· friends informed me.
. ·
Ultras, sized medium. $!00 equals 1.33 weeks of · Lesson 1: The University deals in form letters
groceries ..$100 equals 1 semesters worth of parking, only, i.e. dema.nds fot tuition money, parking tickets,
a pool pass and four trips to Burger King, etc., e,tc. library fines. If it can't be done in bulk, it can't be
1
T.he fall semester begins. (Lesson 3: the University done.
.
gets its money up front, the most important lesson.) , I contacted the English Department concerning
I contacted the University agai_n. Rule 2 applied. the award, and was informed that it would be taken
There was no funding in the account for that off my tuition bill for the coming semester .. Well,
particular award. Monies would haye to be trans- I'm attending the University under the Vetera.ns
ferred from some other account and the University Administration Vocational Rehabilitation Program
would cut me a check.
..
~nd the V.A. pays 'the ·tuition bill. I don't want the
Lesson 4: The University is human, afterall, hQw V.A. 'to get the dough, after all, they didn't write
many times have yc;m said, "The check's in the mail." .the poems. Upon informing the English Department
Weeks pass. The leaves begin to fall. The sa,me of this I was assured that accounting would ,be .
leaves that were new when the award was announce.cl notified and I would receive the money. No problem._
are now history. Here's hoping that the snow doesn't . Le~son 2: When someone says '"No Problem,"
- fly and new)eaves appear before I get the dough.
· there is always a problem. .
.
John Kelley is a junior with an English major.

H

•
-:Boat paints, ~y~ters, and co01pro011se
From the top of 360 feet high Pilat sand. dune
biocide tributyltin (T6T). TBT leaches from the
near Arcachon, France I can see pure blue Arcachon
surface preventing attachment of.,organisms. The
Bay. Boats of all descriptions including majestic
problem is that TBT gets ·into the water and can
150 foot •yachts, 20 foot powerboats, arid smaller --kill developing sea creatures at the low parts per
boats roar or.laze around the sparkling bay. Beneath
billion level. One part per billion is equivalent to
the waters invisible to our view from the top of
one ounce of tributyltin in 30,000 tons of waterPilat, liye some of the finest oysters in all of foodor to a billionaire enhancing his net worth by finding
lovi~g Franee. In the early 1980's a deadly connection
a one dollar bill on the sidewalk.
·
.
between the. boats and oysters threatened Arcachon
A French chemist predicted connection between
Bay's 03/'Ster fishery. The oysters ;were sickly and
boat density and the failing oyster fishtry in
_dying. What i_s this connection and how did chemists
Arcachon Bay. Oysters in areas of heavy boat traffic
discover it?
had thickened shells .and less edible flesh, but oysters
To ~nderstand the boat-oyster relationship we
cultured away from boats remained healthy. This
must initially consider the surfaces of. boat hulls.
observation resulted in a French ban on use of TBTFor years boat owners have sought to prevent . ·containing paints on· boats shorter than 75 feet.
_attachment of aquatic organisms on hulls. Organisms
Th~re aree no restrictions on larger ships because
such as barnacles deteriorate the paint and decrease
they spend r:,elatively little time in port. By 1985
fuel economy. U~til the 1970's mariners used paints
the oyster fishery in Arcachon Bay was nearly fully
containing mercury and arsenic, but environmental
recovered.
conc~rns resulted in their ban. Today many marine
Until recently proof of the causal relationship
paint~, called anti-fouling paints, contain the potent
between t~e paints and oysters was muddied because

a

....

◄ JI
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By James H. Weber
chemists could not distinguish harmless forms of
· tin from low amounts of TBT in oysters and ,
_ surrounding waters. My UNH research group
developed a technique, later used by the French,
that could make this distinction and measure' lower
than parts per billion amounts of TBT. The UNH
group also surveyed oysters in the Great Bay Estuary
and found no TBT.
The U.S. Congress soon will pass a bill containing
partial ban on TBT-containing paints. The ban
is partial because of a reasonable compromise
between environmental concerns and economic
costs. The TBT ban will apply to ·recreational craft
wfrh nearly 100% residence time in marinas; but
not to commercial ships, the fishing fleet, or the
U.S. Navy fleet, which spend a_high percentage
of time on the oceans. The annual U.S. cost of a
total ban would be about $500 million for 2 billion
gallons )a dditional fuel plus added costs of more
frequen:t ship painting.
ck
·
. James1:J. Weber is a professor of chemistry.
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-This Thursday-... .
Alfred Hitchcock Thriller ...
-

,_

-1HE lAOY_VANtSHES ~PLA CE:
TIM E: ,
PRI CE:

in the Stra ffor d Roo m at the MU B
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm
$1.00 for Stu den ts
$2.00 for Non -stu den ts
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Arts. & ·Entertainment
Oil blends, activism with high energy rock
voices be heard, creating a
Midnight Oil with Yothu festivt:, carnival-like atmos- .
Yindi and Grafitti Man
phere (sounds like a Fellini
Orpheum Theater, Boston
movie, actually). Serious bus~
Sunday, Oct. 9
iness .but a fun approach.
By Arthur Lizie
The Oils backed their heartContinuing the 1980s trend felt political approach with a
of political activism through like musical thrust. The focus
rock music, Sunday night's of attention on stage is ominous
Midnight Oil show at Boston's leadman Peter Garrett. Garrett,
Orpheum _T heater was not .only vaguely theatrical_in his intera concert, but an event. Appear- pretations, is one of the most
ing in Boston under the guise ,charismatic rock singers today:
of the "Diesel and Dust to Big He performs with calcul~ted
Mountain Tour," Midnight Oil · abandon; he's always movrng,
. had some serious fun and had always exciting to watch, whethfun being serious while raising er down oh all four barking out ·
- awareness for . the rights of a tune- or running about the
indigenous people everywhere;
stage with no apparent destiA few years ago Midnight Oil nation. • .
was invited to visit the Austral- .
Guitarists Jim Moginie and
ian Aboriginai Homelands~ Martin Rotsey were startlingly
While_ there they listened to the unique in their _twin Fender
pointed concerns of Aboriginals, attack. Rather than trading off ·
who, like our Native Americans, lead and rhythm chores as many
have been forcibly displaced guitarists do, both often played
from their native land for simultaneous leads, creating an
-imperial causes. The Oil's Diesel unearthly, accentuated echo.
and Dust album and this sub- . Unsung hero of the band is
sequent tour grew-from these drummer/vocalist Rob Hirst, ·
memorable experiences in the as forceful as any drummer, who
outback.
·
can always be counted on for a
The experiences in the out- ethereal harmony or two.
back converted to political acThe band hit a peak early with
tivism in the lobby of the Diesel and Dust's "Put That
Orpheum. There was actually Weapon Down" and kept th,e
as much of a show happening energy level high except for· a
in the lobby as in the theater.
slight ballad letdown midway
The band invited representa- through the show. Highlights
, · (ives of Amnesty International,
included -the blistering "Some
Citizens Against Pilgrim Nu- - Kid~s,'; a song from a · -p reclear Power Plant '("Vote Yes
American . release~ an aptly
on MA Question 4"), Citizens
mechanical "The Power and
for Big Mountain, .and an antiThe Passion," and a strong,
apartheid bike raffle to let their - whirling "Wara Kur_na." 1:-~~~ty

'Australia's Midnight-Oil: (I tor) Jim Moginie, Peter Garrett, Rob Hirst, Martin Rotsey
and Bones Hillman.
r
~nd ~politics mixed on "The - was second on the bill. The·band
The opening band was GraDead Heart," a song chronicling _ offered an entertaining set of fitti Man, a band led by John
the Aboriginal experience, miniature outback dramas Trudell, a Santee Sioµx Indian
when Garrett intoned a prayer played out through interpret- , . very involved Nativ~ American
for George Bush's heart to be ative dam;e and song. The most rights. Musically Grafitti Man
in good conditjon, recommend- interesting aspect of the group was captivating, offering a mix
ing that George start pumping was Milkayngu Mununggurr's of Dead-ish blues and surf tunes,
up in front of a Jane Fonda video yidaki playing; a yidaki is a but lyrically they were quite
to keep the-ticker strong. Quayle · wooden.horn made from hollow obnoxious. Trudell has some
a heartbeat away? - ·
·
tree trunks used to imitate the good ideas, mostly concerning
Youthu Yindi, a predomi- sounds of animals. Next time political activism_, but his talking
nantly Aboriginal band from an Aboriginal band comes to poetry style is grating after a
Arnhem Land, a reserve in the your neighborhood, don't miss few minutes. Good concept,
tropics of northern Australia? them, they're fun
poor execution.
~

-

'

Richard s passion less
By John Q. Shamlou

.Steven Petronio of the Steven Petronio Dance Company
brings his higlily acclai1J1ed troupe to UNH's Johnson
Thea_ter on October 18 and 19 at 8 p.m. Foi;-,tickets
862-3227.--.call
.iiiiiiliii
......_... . ._· _
- ·_ _ _
- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·_, __

Being one who · has long
worshipped Keith Rich~rds, and
one who -believes the world
would be a better place if we all
tried to be like Keith · ( except
for his quarter century of drug
addictions, arrests, and illegitimate children, of course), I
was---ecst~tic when his first-ever
solo album Talk Is Cheap hit
the stores last week.
It seems like Talk Is Cheap
has been the seed for a media
blitz that has put Richards has
been ori the cdver of every major
magazine in the country, from
Rolling Stone tO Cosmop.olitan,
and this record is being touted
as proof that Keith is the
Rolling Stones ( the greatest
rock band of all time, and I don't
care what you say about the
Beatles or U2) .
So I popped open a bottle of
Jack Daniels, propped my feet
up, and waited for that good rock
and roll to wash over -me. And ·
waited. And waited.
Simply said Talk Is Cheap is
just an· ordinary rock record, not
bad at all, just sort of bland.
Coming from Richards that's
a bit of a dissappointment.
l should -have seen the warning signs. Richards' opinion 6f
recent Stones' records has been
mspect. He di_d n't like Under~
cover, which featured some of
d,1.e best Stones sopgs on over
ten years. However, Richards
did like Dirty Work, the at times
horrendo_u.s album !hat, ·s~arily

enough, he wanted to take on lovely backing vocals of Sarah ·
the road.
- Dash, and provides the most
As for Talk Is Cheap, Ri- touching1 moment of the album.
chards _and songwriting. partner
However, Richards tries
Steve Jordan (ex-drummer from another ballad on the next side.
the Letterman show) just ha- ~'Locked Away" just put _me to
ven't written great songs. The sleep. By now I wanted to throw
team avoided writing a bunch~ my J.D. bottle at the stereo and
of out and out rockers in favor shout "Rock and roll, Keith!"
of throwing in a little bit of The songs here, as a whole, just
everything: a little funk-groove aren't consistent enough to
here, a little Memphis soul and constitute a great rock record.
a ballad there. Rchards' effort
Richards has assembled a fine
to diversify is good to see, but band arid on a track like '.'Rockthe results are, at best, mixed.
awhile" the boys are really
There are some good old rock allowed to let loose.· But, for
and roll songs here, and they' re most of the time the production .
the best of the lot. The first focusses on Richards' guitar and
single "Take It So Hard," is Jordan's drumming. Bassist
undoubtedly the best song on - Chadie Drayton and keyboardist
the record and the 50's-like Ivan Neville are not as promswing of "I ·could Have Stood inerit in the mix, and this results
You Up" really lets the band . in a thin sound that doesn't get
cook up a storm. But the other down near the guts of the music.
straight-ahead rockers on the
. Talk Is Cheap is an okay piece
record, .such as "Struggle" and 6f rock and roll, with some good
"Whip It Up," are just tired moments that are counterbalretreads.
_
,
anced ·with routine songs. The
Once in a while Richard_s' album really isn't worthy of all
band will lock into _a tight funk · the pre-release hoopla, and
· groove, and in a scorching song shouldn't be inspiring the
like "Rockawhile," this works Jagger-bashing it' has. Jagger's
fine. The same formula doesn't song "Throwaway" rocked with
work on the closing "It Means as much passion as anything
A Lot," as the band tries an·d here.
fails to beat life into the song.
Perhaps ·what Talk Is Cheap
The album also featur~s a proves most is that it's time for
couple ball~ds, one of which Mick and Keith to stop screwing
contains the most surprising around and get_t_he Stones back
moment on the record. "Make together. The two need ea,c h
No Mistake" starts out laugh- other more than they know:·,.
,aoly, with Richards' voice crack- Only in that legendary band wiU \
~:all over t~e place. The song their foll tale~ts be brought out, .
ts somewhat- redeemed by the for the benefit of all of us.
.
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Bird Soundtrac
lacks chemistry
By Marc A. Mamigonian
On some cuts, like-"Lester
· There are many difficulties Leaps In," it simply does not
that go into creating a so'u nd- sound like Parker is there. It is
track for a film biography of a all well and good to say on the
famous ·musician. If you are liner notes that "the feeling in
. . _ lucky, the musician is still alive the studio throughout the sesto play his own tunes (e.g. The sions was nothing short of
Benny Goodman Story, a_J ousy magical;" I believe it, but that
film).1If not, you can always just does not .cover up the fact •th.a t ·
use the original·recorded music there is no chemistry, no sense
of the artist, or rerecord the · of interaction between the mumusic using ·someone else (e.g. sicians and Parker. .vhich is not
The Buddy Holly Story), but surprising because he was not
often such an effort fails mis- there.
At other times, like on
erably.
Clint Eastwood, the director "Now's the Time" and "Koko,"
of Bird, . a film biography of the solos are lifted from the
, saxophone giant Charlie Parker, original Savoy recordings, which
faced a difficult problem: East- featured Dizzy Gillespie, Miles
wood wanted to.feature recrea- Davis, Max Roach and other
tions of live perfor~ances ·for . legends. I realize that the rethe film and while relatively cordings are not in stereo, but
· high quality studio recordings they are high quality, and I
' of Parker exist in abundance, suspect that they could have
high quality live recordings of been cleaned up, just as the solos
were.·Why weren't they? I don't
Parker do not exist.
Eastwood and his technicians know, ask Clint.
Also, the soundtrack features
contrived' an undeniably ·inge- •
nious solution that both sue- - versions· of Parker tunes r·e... ceeds and fails. What they have corded with strings (as were the
done, through the miracle of originals) which was one of
digital technology, is extract · Bird's more lamentable excurParker's solos from various· live sions in the early 50' s. This, of
performances (bootlegs, most- course, is a matter of taste, not
ly), polish them up, and rerecord a question of technology.
What I would have preferred
the other players.
I commend ·Eastwood first in is this: use the rerecordings in
hi"s desir~ for authenticity by . the film (in all ho11esty, a couple
usjrig genuine live music for the of them do work astonishingly
performance sequences in the well), but on the soundtrack,
film. I also commend him for give us the originals, in all their
his desire to use only Parker''s non-stereo, poor audio quality
·
playing. I further commend the glory.
The session musicians are
·technicians for their, at times,
unbelievable wizard technology. very talented and highly capable,
It is a brilliant way to solve thei'r but it is a big leap to say, as the
problem of the movie sound- liner notes do, "If Bird ,were
track. However, in itself, it do~s among us today, this is unquestionably the way he would want ·
not really work as a record.
For the purposes of the film · to sound." Well, perhaps, yes, :
everything is fine. The illusion perhaps no. To be fair, this is , I
is generally effective and, com- · certainly not a bastardization '
bined with the visuals, I suspect of Parker's work (a la colorieven more so. But· when listen- zation), but neither is it the way
ing to it on disc, I was acutely !e:~r to hear Parker on a 1
_aware thar it is only that: a good

.
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. Scope-i n welcoming ·
MM·YCLI.F'F to -UNH

!!
.r.

.Production/Security meeting.~ ..
.Wed Oct. J2 ® ?:00pm
Strafford Rm. in the M UBo

-
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Freaker Patro, ,

by Michael Dowe

6000 tVEN/ AJG, OoR ioP ::: rr APP€ARS fH/tt6fOR6t
SroRY •.. CELEBRATION
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Super Guy ·

by 1:urt Krebs

THE SUPERHERO DlBATE
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·PRO~OTION
OPPORTUNITIES -

Rlll . .

Per-diem

CCISTOM IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

~lolce on Ca-,us .since ·

First

T-Shirts
ft

(

.

.

-

We seek en~husiastic, flexible individuals to help us promote
our product in the New Hampshire area. Work with us on a
p~r-eve~t basis, and have a great time whi le earning compet. 1t1ve daily pay rates. A perfect opportunity for students or ·
those with a spirited personality and a flexible schedule. So
if your idea of earning some extra money could include just '
about anything, then this is the job for you!
Please call Sue Hoffman at our Corporate Office at

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball ~aps
Sweatshirts e Oolf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
Plua Hundred• of Specialty Advertlalng lte~•

,: Hanes

We're SMARTFOODS, creators of that sensational all-Ratural
po~orn that is changihg snacking habits everywhere. The
excitemE:nt surrounding our product is spreading like wildfire;
so fast, m fact, that our Marketing and Promotions
Departments need help in spreading the word. We have the
following opportunities available:
.

in-House Art Dept

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I. Greenland, NH 03840

(508) 481-4866.

SMARTFOODS, INC.
259 Cedar Street
· Marlboro, ·MA 01752

_DIVERSITY~
(cont~nued from page 8)
it could h~ppen, but I have never .
seen it.'.'
·
·
Affirmative ·action gives peo~
ple hiring for positions in the
-__ university, a legitimate way to
make a decision. ·
· "This is pretty much what
affirmative action is, _a ndl do
not see why that would -be
something threatening,''. Deane
said. 'The pitch is, sometimes
people need help to choose."
She added that she does not
care al:]out people's "inner .problems" that cause them to have
prejudices, but she is conterned
with their behavior.
According to Thomas, re. cruiting women and minority
faculty to UNH is ngt a lost
battle.
"l_.d on't want people to throw
· there arms up," Thomas said.
"It .is just going to take some .
time."
According to Thomas; the
English department has done
t'a remarkable job" hiring women.
_
"Half of our department is
made up of women,"
Chairperson-- of the Engligh
Department Michael Deporte
· said. ·
·
."We hired two women last year.
-But -n.ot because they were
women, because they were excellant candidates."
Stephen J:<an, chairperson of
chemical engineering, said his
department were not told of any
·set goals as far as women were
concerned.
"We.·do not -have any women
in~the department,'' Fan said.
- ":Brit nationwide ·there are not
a' lot of women in this 'field."
Fan·does not atti-ibute a lack
of women on the staff to iow
salaries. offered"by the univer,,.
sity.
- · · ·- _
' "It is just a matter of1nterest,''
Fan said. "It seems that a lot
- less peopl~, are going into gradua(e work. ·
-Department Chairperson of
· Chemistry Frank Pila:r ·said by
the time -he contacts w·omen
who have applied for positions,.
they already have jobs.
"There are-a lot of opportunities out there for wdment Pilar
said·:
Presently, there are ·no ·women waiting for tenure in the
chemistry departmenf.
Pilar .said he had one student
comment that .it bothered her
· there were · no -women role
models· within the department. : .
'Tm not .sure i.f that is one
lone comment," Pilar said, "or
-if a lot of woman feel that way." · It is important to hire-qualified people, stressed ·Psycho!'..
ogy Chairperson David Leary;
not qualified men or women.
"What you warrt is an. outstanding faculty,'.' Leary s_aid.
"We want people who fit the
needs of ou·r department. We
just don't go out looking for ·-.
woman :or minorities." ·
According to Leary. there are
a lot of job offers out there for
women and the sa)ary structure
at UNH does not help with
recruitment.
. "I~ ,. the last l i- years, our
department has hired six women," ~Leary said. "That is a high
percentage."
Leary added there are not a
lot of woman in quantitativ:e
psyehofogy, but UNH has one,
of the best female experts in this
field.
.
_
The changes are gradual, said
Leary. "It is all much easier said-.
than done."
"It really is a tragedy that
students do not get to mix with
people of diffei;;ent color," Thomas said. "Because it is only then
that stereotypes and assumptions about different people can
be cured."
·

. Call your Durham Rep. TODAY
PaNl- 868-6352

Tees, Inc.
· (formerly Fit To A Tee)

Custom Printed T-Shirts
\

Get Your Order 10 NOW

Special Homecoming T's
for your

dorm, club,·frat or sorority
155 Portland Ave.
Pover, N.H. 749-6465

,,1adotit
wa11t
lot of hype..

Ijustwant . ·
something I . · ·

can count on.,,

Some long distance
.companies promise you
the moon, but v\11at-'vou
really want is dependable.
·high-qtialit:v service. That ·s
just what y[m'll g~t wher( ,
you choose·AT&T fong
Distance Service. at a cost
that's a lot less than rnu
think You can expect low .
long distance rates. 2-t-hour
operator a~sistance. cledr·
connections and immediate
credit for wrong nui11bers.
And the assurance that
virtua'llv all of vour caUs \Vill
go through the first time.
That's the·genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intell:igent
Network. ·
·
· ·
-· When it's.time to
choose1 forget the gim,micks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&t ,- ,
If voud like to knmv
more about our products or
_services, like International _
Calling and the AT&T Card.
call u_s at 1800222-030D.

-AT&T

The fight choice . .

·J
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MONDAY-

Che ck us out !

.

'

OY-CLUB SPORTS BAR
~feat uring -Mon day Nite Footb atr .
on Five ·T. V.s

1

BEST Pan Pizza in Tow ri
BEST Mex ican ·F ood in Tow n BEST New. Men u in;-To wn

•

43 Main Street
(across from the Post Office) ·
868-6434
--

$1.00 off any appetize r when-you purchase an entree with
_ . this coupon. - ·

:

. -.Steamed Hot Dogs.,USQ¢
....99¢
·- - _
·
_-Drafts -

OYSTER._-C-~UB
421 Central Ave.. Dover 742-0747_·. ·
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Republican candidate for
Governor of New .Hampshire.
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Plan now for SPRINGBIE=AK .
,,;··.·»·-..·,·-,•.·-·.·

·TIJUANA FltSTA NITE
•::: e

- -***********-******•.

>~~-Fe~t~ring:</ ;•·
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fRE.E Bar Appetizers
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and more!
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421 Central Ave. >
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,STUDENT-SENATE PAGE
-

/

On October 9, the Student Senate unani91ously passed foµr bills.
I

1. A resolution expressing the support of the Senate for

participation in BrotherPeace on Friday, October 14.
BrotherPeace is an international day of action to end
men's violence. It is a day to come together- to celebrate
our strengths and weaknesses, support positive change
in our lives, publicize the violence that men do to eachother,
· , <1;nd learn ways to end this violence. · ··
2. A resolution urging th-e- state Legislature to support
the creation of Martin Luther King Day as a New
Hampshire state holiday. New Hampshire currently do_es
not recognize this federal .holiday. There will be a march
in Concord on Saturday, October 22 to show citizen support
for this action.
·

3. A resolution by the Senate to support a US-USSR student
exchange that will bring Soviet college students to UNH
. with a target date of Fall of 1989. The senate is seeking
state, private, and business support to fund ten students: .
4. A bill appointing two new Greek senators,Julie Haggerty
and Peter Simmons.

The Senate needs students to join some of the various .
committees, such as Acadetflic Affairs. One does not have
to be and elected representative to serve on a committee.
Come and make your voice hedrd!

Look for this page in every Tuesday's New Hampshire.
All students are welcome to a/tend Senate meetings held
every Sunday at 6;'00pm in McConnell 212. Complete details
of the above biUs are posted outside th·e Senate Office,
room 130 in the MUB, or call 862-1494

\ Respectively sub.m itted by Peter W.1{.eravkh, Student Senate News Bureau Coordin.ator

- ~ - - - - . w - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -, -.. ~ - - - ,_,
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DISCOVER A

AT STATE STREET DISCOUllT
WHEII ,
•1SA

aturlng high
ult1-tasklng
colorson
ndmuchmo

. Featuring 45 watts of power per channel. full func·
tion remote control. Model RX350

.

1Et:lat:s PIIS. t:11 l'LAYER

20-.,-

.Features quadn.ple oversampUng .dlgltal •

1 · ~-

er per channel.
_
fllter, one D/A convert:
selection random access programming,
,
mum- function 2-color dsplay with Music
·- .. ----.. Matrix. Model ~

.

ADCEi

'9

Stereo Equalizer with 1Obands of EQ per.channel.
.
.
Model SSlOOSL

~
ll!llfiil

•

·

AIWA CASSETTE DEt:•
This super deal features Dolby B&C noise reduction. Model ADS27

CAR AUDIO
JVC DI# STYLE CASSETTE DECK

-.,
139

1Et:1at:s..,••m
~ lhli deCk features normal or high-speed

·

•
\

-

·

dubblng,DolbynQlsereductlon. feather
touch operation. Model RST130

,

.

.

SUper deal on thlsJVC DIN style digital AM/FM cossette deck with 20 station presets. auto reverse
and much more. Model l<SR38
·
·

· - ~$14

.,_,

AIWA DISITAL CASSETTE

Save on this Alwa digital AM/FM cassette deck
with auto reverse and 6 station presets. Model

.

CTS2300 ·

SAVI-• SIIIY CM Sl'EAKE•

4• dual cone. Model XS106 only:
6" coaxlal high power capablllty. Model 'XS/IJ7

S1111'11COIIIIM ELEC'l'IIIJIIIC
Ful llne memo,y correction, WordEraserGD removes entire word with the tap of a key, exck.1slve easy-to-fogd Correcting cassette with right
ribbon system, bullt-ln hancle and protective
cover. MOdel XL1500

$14995

SOOD/ES
t:UlallAIJIOS:

SOIIY BOOMBOXES
Take your favorite tunes wherever you go with
one of these great soundng Sony Boomboxes.
Model CFS 212wlth AM/FM receiver and cassette
·
deck. Only:
Model CFS1010 with AM/FM receiver and Auto
· reverse cassette deck. Only: •

PAIIASOlllt: ,

Cock rado with AM/FM receiver and battery back-up.
Model RC6067

SIJIIY

"Dream Machine" clock radio with AM/FM receiver
.
and dlgltal dsplay,

ELEC1'IIIJIIICS

.WC

. z ; j e compact disc player. Model RC~BK

$

21995

. •We carry a ful selection of APNA componenet rack systems.
•We also carry APNA. OLYMPUS, and PANASONIC
•
micro transcrl

----------------,
.
SIJIIY lfEIIA WATt:IIMA/1 ·

·1

Portable black and white TV with AM/FM radio.
Great for Indoor/ outdoor entertainment. external antenna Input. Model FD500

..
,REIAL IIOT l'OTI

Heats water. soup. coffee. whatever. Model 7427

IIOIIELCO
- Deluxe ladles razor. Was $34.95

RESIIIA ·ELEt:nllt: BROOMS

$119 95

WALS

sOIIYsoOlfBOx WITH co

The ultlmate portable music system with
bullt-ln CD player•.cassette recorder. AM/
FM stereo tuner. CD synchro dubbing. 5band graphic EQ. automatic music sensor .
on CD. Moc;tel CFD444

NOW AU l'URCIIASES ·
t:ANBO-IIIIYOIIII,

STATE STREET
DISCIIIIIIT
CIIAIIIIE CARD.

APl'LY
TODAY!

S T ~ T E •&TIFllEET

I'

i

~fi,fJ 95

~~

l'LEIITY OF WALKMANS IM STOt:• TOO!!

K~P.the roomJo.okiKl g).011.e.s.s!

·I

$

'II
-·

· I
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(. ·..~~<·I
I

-

\ • ,

,.,

"' \

• l

.

Sc1iling the Bahamas tor 7 days. Join us!
Help sail your own boat-- no experience
necessary. $100 or full $625 by 19/15.
See Dustin or Kris at the NHOC office, Rm.
129 MUB.

;

Brand new modern Jne bedroom apartment ·
in Berwick, ·Maine. Large fenced in yard.
20 minutes to UNH. $85/week plus utilities.
., Available October 15th. Call in Berwick
(207)698-4514 after'6 p.m.
' 4 bedro9m house in Somersworth on bus
route. Immaculate, newly remodelle<:l. Fully
-applianced, ·wasl:ler & drY:er . Ct1rtains, ·
carpeting., partially furnished. $950..including heat. Lease & security. No i;Jets.
692-3031 -MUST BE SEEN-

\

In search of...the ultimate casual relation- ·
ship. Free thoughts of marriage, jealousy,
and seriousrrnss , Any men interested?
Write back to.K& H.

. IMPORTED LEATHER- JACKETS, EXCELLENT QUALITY. $150 or Best Otter. Call
Eve'lings 43_1_"0_.1_9_3_._ _ _ _ _ __

CRUISE $HIPS Now Hiring Men and
Women. Summer & CarEier .Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent Pay, Plus World ·
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc.
CALL _NOW! 206-736-7000 Ext. 465 C.

Late nights! Laundry! Lots of people in the ·
room! Chill out relax, take each minute and
make the most of it- Big Nu's.

Office Workers Needed: Four College Work
Study pcisi,t ions available at the Sooial
1Security Office in Port~mouth, NH . Pays
$6.00 per hour. Call 433-0716 and ask tor
Mr.White.

ATTENTION BUILDERS- DURHAM, NH
8.9%- ONLY 1 Oo/o DOWN/ 15 YEARS: 20
Mins. Mass , Line . Priced tor immediate
liquidation. Home-sites-$59,900. Located · Work study students needed at Portsmouth
recreation Department. Call 431-2000 ext.
_on a quiet cul-de-sac road in NH's finest
. . 265 ask tor Barry Foley. ,,
town. Renowned for it's outstanding school
system & high real estate values. *1st year
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA 'Immediate Opening
8.9%, then roll in,t o a land & mortgage or
tor Men and Women . $11,000 to $60,000.
continue at only 3 over bank prime. Npn·construction, Manufacturing, Secretarial
' binding reservations only. Call Sugarbush,
Work ; Nurses, En'gineering, Sales.
6 days, 9-9, Sat 'til 5: 603-7 43-3918.
Hundreds of Jobs Listed. CALL NOW! 206736-7000 Ext. 465 A.

'F 350 1 Ton Rack body dump truck. New
' rubber runs gre.at. Call 868-9637 or stop
by Kappa Sig and ask for Dave Clough.
25' 12 speed sport touring bike. Compag,.--l"iolo Componants. Best fo( tall person. Test
·
ride it at Durham Bike $300.
0

Happy belated birthday to Dyana, -Karen, ·
·cindy, Kim, Cuffy~Wendy arid Jeanne! We
love you. Love your Phi Mu Sisters.
Billy, 1·1ove you!
To the Sisters of Chi Omega_- you guys are
the balls! Love always- Your loving pledge
class.

Wanted- person to assist disabled male
quadrapelegic with daily activities . No .
experience needed. Meails in,61uded, on
Kar i-van route . 8-10 hours. $6 an hour . .
Call Ron '.:;\,dhinos at i 42-3541. •
·
- ,,,,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,....

ATTEN-f"ION STUDENTS- NEED FURNITURE?? Want something that will last

.

..c:::,::::::{'

PERSONALS
·.
·
Mt..

. ' 10nger than 1 semester?? Featuring hardwood: beureaus, desks, beds, tables, and
· chairsl uphoi'stered chairs, acceflt taPles,

:..v:w

...."M...~n.- . •· :,,.❖ • ••••:,:,:,:,:,:

etc. over 1boo item in stock. A great place
RUSH ·SIGMA IOTA $1GMA!!!!! *COME SEE,
to bring your parents when they visit. 85
WHAT_WERE ALL ABOUT. * OPEN RUSH
· Albany St. Portsmouth near Durham Bank ·
WED,NESDAY, OCTOBER 12,. 9-11pm., AT
on Islington St. Open Monday - Saturday
. THE CATr,IOLIC STUDENT CENTER:
10-5 or by appt. 436-1286.
Motorcycle-1986 Ronda 450 Rebel. Black. , Congratula t.ions to the THETA CHI
1:600 miles. Uke new. Two helmets. $1,599 _ PLEDGES! Go0d luck tonight to everyone.
Hope you make it to the end.
Call Keith at 43.3-3286.
For Sale - 1984 Cutlass Ciera LS, 4-door
sedan, 4.6 ,000 miles, V6,. A/C ; power
s·teering/brakes, AM/FM Stereti R'adio,
i 059-3578. ·,

Graphics-- LOOKING GOOD!!
CONGRATULATIONS AND· GOOD Luc'K
TO THE NEW PLEDGES OF THETA CHI!
LOVE THE SISTER-S .OF DELTA THETA
CHI
,
.

' :82 Chevette, 4-cylinder,, 61,000 miles. _New
exhaus.t system and brak·es, AM/ FM radfo
cassette. Asking $1 -200.00 Call Denise ,at
· 749-8128 (days).
•
'84 Ford Escort 81,900 mil'es, new batter,y,
rear Nres, band- brake. AM/FM 9assette.
$1500 or 8.0 Call 868-3111.
Boat for Sale. 1965 Pacemaker Sea Skift.
26', 289 ford V8 inboard. Goo'd winter project. $500.

1984 Subaru GL-10 Station Wagon, 5speed, all options. Computerized read-outs.
Garaged . No r ust. Excellent condition
throughout. $4250. 868-5122

- ------------

He y Ma_ry, Mary, and Martha: Our 70th
birthday is coming up. When's the surprise
party? Love, Phi Mu.

Enjoy Homecoming Festi,v ities and earn
money_too! Students needed to assist with
pre and post-game Bands arid 'refresh-ments on Sat. October 22nd . $25 .00
compensat,ion. More info- Rm . 126 MUB
or 862-1001.

1980 Toyota Tercel. Good running condition. No rust. · A solid car providing·
excellent inexpensive transportation . Call
_· Jason, evenings 742-1858.

'82 Chevette, very good condition, book
value over $1200, asking only_4 700, can
be seen at Smitty's $unoco, 868-9785.

Annie- Thank-you for cooki'ng that awesome brunch. We could not have done it
without you! Love, the sisters and Phis of
Phi Mu.

INSTRUCTOR for children's exercise
classes. Part· time. Experience preferred. '
Call the Great Bay Racquet Center in
Newmarket, 659-3151.

For Sale: Ke.nmore under-counter fridge,·
$100; foam sleeper couch, ' $50; J.ote,I
wc:iodst0ve, $30; 659-3254.
·

1 slightly used,.Cadillac . Loaded with all
opt ions you want. Sunroof, power seats,
windows, steering & brakes. 472 C.I.D.
engine. Huns especially good on regular,
4 goodJ ires . Extensive & sophisticated
muffler system. Might need a tune_up &
l:>attery. $300. Call Parke at 868.-601.6.

JUST DO IT! JUST CALM DOWN! JUST
BE NICE TO EACH OTHER! JUST HAVE
FUN!- SAW

Mature Di·sabled Male In search ~f a
Personal Gare· Attendant. OUALIFIC'ATIONS- 1. Help with personal grooming.
2. :t:louse cleaning: 3. Food Shopping. 4.
Person applying for the job, must be on
time after being hired! Salary $6.00 an hour
I 28 hours per week. For more information,
please call Greg . At 868-1986 in the
· evenings.

GREAT DEAL. 7 ft. Broyhill couch. Great
condition, comfy . Going cause it's gold
$55/ or B.O. 24 inch 10 speed men's touring
bike. Good condition $25/or 8.0. 1st with
cash takes them. Al 749-1668.

CONGRATULATIONS to Gibb 5 second
soccer team powered by Karen Finnegan's
tour goals and strong defense to be
undefeated.

·

NHOC/BC Members: We still need people
in the equipment room! Sign up and help
out!
Outcropping~ editor wanted! If yo,u can
help at all, do so! Outcroppings is a fun
job- ask Johnny D! NHOC Rm. 129 MUB.

Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, but they all have one thing in
_common - they.don't work. What does work
~is preventative medicine. If you control
you r consumption, you won't get a hangover.

Pinky's Place- Bed & Breakfast in charming
100 yea,r old Victorian home f'l Gover.
. Perfect for visiting friends ·& family. Call
Pinky 742-8789.

,Sally D. Thank you very much for afl yol)r
help. Scot

Typing/Word Processing- Term papers,
rep~rts, theses etc. all work guaranteed, .·
prompt service 749-~968.
1

"D r-ink provokes the desire, but it takes
away the performance." - Shakespeare.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulaiton, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
decision making. Call Health Services 8623823 for more info.

Need Cash? 1'·11 pay you cash for your
records, tape cassettes, CD's!!!·Lost Chord
Need female sublettors for second semester. Three spaces available in a spacious - Record~. 491 ,Central Ave . Dover, N.H.
03a_20 phone# 749-3859.
Main St. apartment. Call '868-6013.

· Black Student Union meets every Wednesday night at 9:30 pm in Smith Hall lounge. It's time to make a diff~rence.
A.M.M.- Happy Birthday_! Hope you ,enjoy
the cookies! They aren't Pepperidge Farm,
but I tryt Love, Blue Eyes.
·
Jeff, Happy Birthday! I hope _you have a
great day. Drink one for me. Thanks for
being yGu. Best Buddies forever. I luv you!
-KOZ~
.
EZ- Playing house was the best!,Thanks
f0r being my love & my best friend ., Hugs
& Kisses, Peanut.
·
·
Anjali- Happy 12th,-oops! We me~n 20th '
B i rt h d_a y ! ' B e read y tom o r r o w. at.
11 :45 ... Don't Ask .. .We '1ove you!! Amy,
Sh~nnon & Latlra- (the corner crew of
Fairchild 2nd)
.

O'{ERSEAS JOBS ... Summer, yr. round.
Eur.ope, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free-info. Write
IJC, PO Bx·52- NH01 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.

CONGRATULATIONS to the PSI pledge
class of Sigma Nu!!!!

The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from · 6% of t hose w ith
grammar school education, to 15% of those
who are college graduates.

Montreal College Party Weekends from
orily $69. Call 1-800-782-0808. Party Time
& Travel Inc.
·

Hank, you bruiser!!!! Try to land on your
feet next time (not your face)!!
Li.I' Sua! Hi Hon, ·what's up? Missed you
this weekend, but you didn't miss anythjng.
Hope you had fun. Oh, by the way, 1.went
· into labor again last.week, .too bad you '
missed it. HA, HA, HA!!!! Love ya, "DOWNS"
dont be snotty
ABUSE THE PRIVILE_GE,

Just kidding, Kelly, I didn't forget your .name

Mountain Bike 21" 1986 specialized
Rockhopper; bought new in fall of 1987;
Free horsd'oevres in Glory Daze lounge
$290 Call Doug 743-3505;,Keep tryi,:ig day , · Thursc:Jays & Frid~ys 3-5.
and night.
Beat the clock returns to Glory Daze
l"uesday, October 11 9pm.
The Christ Church Episcopal Wo~en-' s
"DEFENSIVE DRIVING" If you· are interOrganization of Exeter will hold its annual
ested ·in taking a night course for de(ensive
rummage sale Friday, Oct. 21, from 5 to
driving please contact Kristen Fadden at
8 p.m , and,Satur'day, Oct. 22 from 9 a.m.
868-3114.
to noon. 43 Pine St. There, will be shoes,

nor fettucini on Thursday . Pasta luego
Parker.

Driving .to Arizona. Would like a companion,
that will.help with drivi'ng & expenses.
References Required. Call 1-207 -363-6356
(.Early Morning)

handbags and men's, women's, children's
RUSH SIGMA IOTA SIGMA! COME SEE
and infant's clothing, as well as linens, · :-.?WHAT WERE ALL ABOUT. OPEN RUSH
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 12, 9-11, AT THE
jew_elry, books, toys, kitchenware and a
special table of fine gifts.
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER.

Montreal College Party Weekends (Nov.
4-6) (Nov. 11-13). Star.ting at only $69.
. Contact Jim or Chris, ~essie Doe Rm. 312,
868-3624. Don't Miss the Party Train.

Montreal College Party Weekends - Nov
4-6 and Nov 13-18, only $69. Call 1 -800- ,
782-08Qg_ Party Time & Travel Inc.

'Alcoholism has been· called the -most
se.rious .drug problem: due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body's
orgaris, and the large number ot_ fa,t alities
and victi'r:ns resulting from accidents or
withdrawal symptoms. ·Call 862 -3823,
Health Services for more info.

ATTENTION - FACULTY, STUDENTS,
,AND CONSULTANTS!!! Word Processing/Typing Service - Resumes, Manuscripts, Theses, Correspondence, Mailing
Lists. Professional quality. IBM/Diab.lo
equipment. Over nirie years -experience.
Call Victoria Benn, 9:·oo to· 5:00 p.m.,
Monday .._ Saturday, 749-1365.
Pregnant? Loving Homes _P rovided to
Those Who Seek Adoption . You. Choose
the Family, Your Wishes Respected. Pregnancy Exp~nses Paid. Call Loving Homes
of Spence-Chapin. 1-800°321-LOVE.

Don't worry! Be happy! Spaces still availnot Karl ·
_able on the NHOC 9 pring sailing trip to the - _G_in_a_w_ha_t_'s-'y_o_u_rf_n_·e_nd_'_s_n_a_m_e_?_ __
Bahamas! Pay $100 deposit by 10/15 in
--- Rm. 129 MUB.

, Drinking and driving is a serio·u s problem.
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 death's every
day. More people have been killed in
alcohol-related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars

Feelihg Cramped- n.eed more room in your
dorm? We have Student Rates for St0rage
of your personal belongings. Call 332-4234
during the day or 868-2779 after 6:00 p.m.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes. sional quality. Spelling accuracy guaran- ·
i teed. SAVE yourself time & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037.
·

Using more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous than over drinking.
The effects rmay be addictive and they m·ay
interact in unknown ways. Overdose
and/or death is more possible.
Passing out from too much alcohol is NOT
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
becoming unconscious, blacking ou(is
a memory lapse. More info call Health
Services at 862-3823.

·..,.. --....Ji

Using alcohol responsibly-means not letting .
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on sel( others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another'$ right to decide
for oneself
·

.

MACS, MACS, and MORE MACS-'- If you're
looking to sell your Macintosh or you need
to ,buy one, look no fartheL Desk Top
Performance buys and sells used Macs,
hard disks, memory upgrades and peripherals. De~k Top <Performance guarantees competitive prices and quality service.
. Call 617-247-2470.

_·_·_ :-

If you have usep 1.\/. drt1gs and shar'ed
needles sine 1978, you might be.at risk
for AID$. For free, ·an oriymol!s and n·of1° ,,
judgemental AIDS antibody counseling
and or testing caH the office of Health
Education and~(:>romotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862-3823

NOW OPU'~ .:' Lost Ch9rd ~ecords. All your
Rock & Roll needs. 491 Central Ave. Dover,

N.H.

- --- - - · ·

If you have had a blood transfusi_on between
1975 and 1985, you might be 'at risk for
AIDS. For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health education and Pro~
motion, Health-Services Center, UNH, 8623823

I left a black and. red Gortex pull over in
Hamilton Smith Rm. 202 on 10/ 4 c;1t 11 :00.
If yoo have it, please return it I'm very cold.
$20.00, no questions aske~.~all 868-3662 . .

Happy 21st Birthday, Sappy Sara, When
1
you figure out what to do with your b-da y
money, remember. who your frfends are.
And don't forget, you WILL get sick tonight.; The T.G.

THE DRAGO.N WOKis too tar away and it's definitely too coid
for the tall grass (frost on all exposed areas).
Aziam: I'll never forget Murphy's, Marriot
How about _a new adventure. So anyway,
X-mas party, .letters to Avenida do al 'vista,
,Peacok Inn, V-<:lay, the Cape, and camping. .r do you really think I have a nice .... Call me
tonight if your free! -Love your pain in the
Th;rnx for a fantastic_year. Aw~shegnetam
ass
tons, tons and mega, mega tone. - Nadia.
RUSH SIGMA IOTA SIGMA!!!! COME SEE
My dearest AWHAT WERE ALL ABOUT. OPEN RUSH
Thc1nks for. all your help in Physics. You're
WEDNESDAY 9-11 AT THE CATHOLIC
wonderful.-Let's go for ice cream sometim'e.
STUDENT CENTER. ·
-Ka·
.
Ski season is almost here! Planning to buy
new skis? Wait for the NHOC ski sale Nov.
10-12!

···-

I tost my wallet in t·he MUB last week. It
had my life in it, _including my licerise and .
studen( I.D. It would be beautiful if the
weenie who took it could at least sen1d my
1.D.'s to Stillings. Thanks, Elizabeth Romaine

Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the• use of alcool ha~~ a negative impact
on self; others or property. For some people, .
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to de~ide
for oneself. More info call" Heahh Services
862-3823.
The leading cause of death tor 18-24 year
olds is drnnk driving. We are the only age
group with an increasing rate of death. Don't
let yourself or your friends become part
of the statistics. Call Health Services 8623823 for more info.

a

If you are sexually active gay or bisexuai male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgement.al AIDS
antibody couns~ling and/or testing, call
the office of Health Education ,and Pro~
motion, Health 'Services Center, UNH. 8623823.
If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might .be at ri.sk for AIDS. ,
For free, anonymous and non-judgemental·
antibody testing and/ or counseling call
the office of Health Services Center. UNH
862-3823.
'Want mGre space in your dorm? Store your
personal belongings at Special Student
. Rates. Call 868-2779.

s~

Professional Word Processing fo( all your
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient,
reasonable rates, quick~return. Janet Boyle,

TAE KWON . DO- Korean Art of
- ~,,.,
- 9.,.,-....
35_7_8_.- - - , - - - - - - - - \
defense. Classes in Durham at Oyster River Typing Services Available. Reports, letters,
Elem. School. Mon.-Wed., '6 -7 p.m. Contact resumes. Quality work. Reasonable rates.
Call 335-J 891.Matt Randall at 743-3215.
.

...

~:~
•e

64 MARKET ST.
PORTSMOUTH.
NH
:f

Town" ·
Serving Food & Drink
Monday - Saturday
H AM - 11:30 PM

(603) 431-1851

The Stockpot Restaurant, in downtown Ports.mouth, would like to announce that we· will be
·donating 5% of our daytime food sales(l l:00am5:00pm) from Sept. 19 through Oct. 15 to the. N.H.
Hunger Fund.
I

CHEAP EATS for agood cause

...c
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.a .
·computer
I

. \

·_~'t Dim IBM's PS/2 Fair on campus·. ·

.

.

· Save a spot on your calendar- for IB·M 's
PS/2 F~ir. We'll shoW yo-u ~oW th~-IBM®
Personal System/2® can help you organize
-notes; revise papers, produce high~quality,
graphics, and more. It's easy to learn~ easy ·- _
/ /to use, and available NOW at your campus
.computer store in Tho~p.son H_all. The
fair features free _g ifts, informatio·n on
the e-n tire _PS/2:family, desk top publishing, IBM infowindow system, and much
-more!l _

Register to .win a free - .
PS/2 Model 25!!

SEE YOU THEREt ·
_
I.BM PS/2·Fair
-Thursday October 13th
_- Thompson Hall ~ourtyard
raindate October 14th
• :~
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·Cross Country ·
defeats UMaine
By Jami Doneski
_
finshihg third and fourth with
The men's cross country team times·of25:44 and 25:45 respecfinished their regular seasoµ
tively.' Dan 'Beauley rounded out
Friday with an impress!ve vie- the Wildcat top five with a sixth
tory over the University of place finish at 26:05.
Maine, 23 to 34.
·
Coach Boulanger was happy
. The quest)onable health of with the way·-the team raced.
UNH's top ninner Randy Hall The combination of fast times
and the absence of number two and good team· running allowed
runner-Mike Cannuscio put the them to take the victory.
.
prospects for victory in a cloud - -From here ori out theseason .,.
of question marks. But what · will consist .of championships,
coach Boulanger called, "The starting next weekend with
best team effort," allowed the Easterns. The Easterns will
'team to come away with a win cons is t of t we 1v e no n to finish_ up the regular season scholarship teams from around
at 7-4.
·
. . - ::. New Engla~~--Maine runner Pat O'Malley
Coach Boulanger believes that
was the first to cross the line Lowell University is going to
with a time of 25:00 flat. Randy be the team to beat. Easterns
Hall showed that he was nearly are being held here at UNH on
recovered with a second place Saturday. The sub-varsity race
finish at 25:40.
is at 1: 30 with the varsity
Following Halr was UNH's starting at 2:30.
Daryll Covell and Andy Charron

Women 's soccer"-•
.ties Catamo unts
By Rob Heenan
Saturday saw.the UNH women's ·soccer team travel to Ver~
mont, play 110 minutes and
com:e away with a 1-1 tie.
The first half went by scoreless·but twenty five minutes into
the s·econd half, Diane Mclough:lin scored her ninth goal of the
season as she shot from 2 5 feet
out _a nd put the ball over the
UVM goaltender to put the 'Cats
up.1-0. _
The goal looked like it would
stand up but with five minutes
left in the game, Cheryl Cook
of Vermont put one past Janene
Tilden to tie.the score.
· Both teams couldn't score
during the two ten minute
overtimes forcing the tie.
·~They were probably the_

-----. FOOTBALL

most evenly matched team we ·
faced," said UNH senior goaltender Janene Tildon. "Our
defense did a good job keeping
them .out.'''_ ~ ---· ~.,.,_. -..,:;: . . .. """'t ·--:
"I felt we played a very strong
game," said junior Maura
Naughton. "I think at times we _.
dominated more than they did."
For the most part the game
feautured back and forth action
according to Naughton. But
UNH did seem to have the edge
in play. "We were disappionted
at the end, we thought we should
have beat them," Naughton said
The team's record is now 53-1 but ·they are 1-2-1 in their
last 4 games. The 'Cats return
home _to take on Connecticut
todayat3:00.
,.,.

(continued frompage28)~ -

was Norm Ford who reached
· - The Spiders did not roll over the 2,000 •yard plateau. He
as they answered UNH on their gained 59 yards on the day to·
next possesion. Richmo~d car- give him 2,033 for his career.
ried the baU to the UNH 19 Jean finished with 2-0 comple- The Wildcat women cr~ss country team ran away from the Bla~k Bears t 0 deteat Maine on
yardline. Following a sack by tions in 39 attempts for 245 Friday: (Tony Cafaro photo)
UNH tackle John MacNeill, yards on the day ..
Richmond place kicker Rob
.The Wildcats will try to ·
Courtertied~hescoreat17,with _regroupastheyheadbackto _·
a 4,~ yard f~eld go~l atte~pt, Virginia this weekend, to play
.settmg up_the overtime penod. William and Mary in a noncon1
One bnght spot on th e da~ ___ ferencegame. ~
·
·
· By Jami Doneski
cesco was close behind finishing with places of 5·th, 6ch, and 7th
The UNH women's cross second with a time of 17:39. respectively.
, ·
·
country team took the victory Dawn Enterleiil was an impresThe·victory puts the Wildcat's
in Friday's . dual home meet. sive third for the 'Cats with a at .500 for the season_with a
against the University of Maine, tin:ie of 17:59
record of 7.-7. Coach Krueger
. 23 to ?4.
.
. .
.
Rounding out the UNH top -- could not be reached for com, Mame rul!ner_ Tma__Mese_rve - five were Lynn Shallcross , ment however. The team heads
crossed the lm~ f1r~t V:ith ~ time ( 18: 08), N aricy Boulanger to Connecticut Friday f?r a meet
ofl 7:18. UNH s Cmd~e DiFran~ (18:09), and Jen Briggs (18:10) with UConn and Providence. ·
1

wom
.. en,
· OU
· t run_· .. Bears

Women's soccer·

home match versus
Connecticu t at

UConns lips pastU.N H
By J. Russell Pabst
unable to scor'e a g~al.
The UNH women's fiel_d
The only other goal of the
h~ckey team exten?ed theu game came in the, first half when
wil!less streak to s~x g3:mes, Connecticut's Pam Degray put
losmg 1~0 to the,Umversity of - a shot past New Hampshire's
Connecticut on Saturday.
goalie Stacey Gaudette. At the
Th_e loss was the fourt~ con- other end, UConn's goaltender
secutive game that the ~tld~ats _. Meagan Tiley did an excellent __
~~re shutout and the fifth time -• job keeping the Wildcats out,
this _season that they hay~_ Jlee~ of the net. Tiley recorded ~en

saves in the game.
Although the Wildcats (2-51) out shot Connecticut 17 -6,
the Huskies had 17 corners to_
the 'Cat's seven, ~~us opening
up more opportunities for goals.
UNH will travel t_o Darthmouth College Wedn~sday and
wil~ try to ~nap 1~heu strea~. _
agamstthe Big G~~~---- , __ ,..--'
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Sttins.
.Wildcats in OT

By'\Kevin Connelly
The Wildcat's defense was
The UNH Wildcats let a 10- called back on the field a'fter
0 half time lead fizzle into a 23- playing over 19 minutes of the
17 overtime Joss to the Rich- 30 minutes in the second half.
, mond Spiders, before a crowd Richmond tailback Eric ·H op- ·
of 16,672 Saturday at Richmond kins carried three consecutive
Stadium.
times for gains of 9, 3, and 8
The overtime loss marks yards. On the fourth play reserve
·UNH' s second consecutive Yan- quarterb~ck Austin Neuhoff
kee Conference defeat, and s~_am_p'e red five yards for the
dr9ps their overall record to 3- wmnmg score. . '-2 (2-2 in Y~ play) . .
"It's hard to put a finger on ·
After regulation time the two it," Jean said after the defeat;
teams w.e re knotted at 17, a-nd · "They controlled the play in the
forced to play an overtime second hal-f. They had the ball
period. Under NCAA rules 20 out of the 30 minutes, and
adopted by the Yankee Confer- it's hard to score when ·our
ence, each team has an oppor- offense isn't out there."
. tunity to score from 25 yards
The .Wildcats scored on their
out, in overtime. Play is treated first possesion ofthe ball game.
like a regular possession, allow- After an) l play 5 3 yard drive /
: ing the teams to earn first that fell Short on the Richmond
\ downs. After each team ha:s had 14,yardline, place kicker Shawn
/- a po~Session, the team with the Lane booted a 31 yar~ field goal
most points win. If no winner at the 10:50 mark.
.
is determined after one overUNH increased their lead in
time period the process is the second quarter oii a ·13 yard
continued until a winn.er is pass from Jean to wide . out
The New Hampshire offense could not control the ball in the second half as Rich.mondcame determin,ed.
Curtis Olds. The pas.s capped
· Richmond won the toss in off an 11 play 67 yard, drive that
back to t~e-the game and steal the victory in overtime (Mike Stinson 'photo)
overtime and elected to give · lead the 'Cats into the lod:er
UNH the first chance on of- room with a 10-0 nalftime lead.
f,ens_e. Qu~rterback Bob Jean _ __l'be second half did not open
completed ,a pass to the 17 up as promisi_n g for UNH.
yardline. New Hampshire half- Richmond took the kickoff and
- By Naomi'Elv<>re
' and was successful 6-1, 3-6, 6- Hyde defeated her opponent 6- · back Norm Ford followed with tr'~veled 63 yards in 6 n;iinutes
Despite the windy and cold 2. It took third singles Sara 3, 6-2: fn the second doubles a gain of one_to the 16 yardline. t9,-~ut the deficit to _10.:: 7.
·_F ollowing a~ exchange .of
.conditions on Thursday, the Tanna a while ~o get in the ga~e position, they conquered their Following a quarterback sneak
that was stuffed for no gain, the punts the Spiders received the
UNH Women's tennis team~ but wh~n she did, her aggressive foes 6-3, 6-2:
By the time first and third 'Cats were faced with a fourth ball again. This time Richn;iond
overpowered Dartmouth by a .·- "and pow_erful sty le overscore of 8-1 to bring their t"ecord whelm~d her opponent 3-6, 7- ·doubles began playing it was and one situation. After a ti- . started at UNH's 28 yard line,
quite dark, so they both played -meout to discuss their options, and 7 plays late£· they.,had a
up_to 4-3._
5, 6-1. ,
.
.
.
First singles Deb Rinaldi
. YNH s fourth, fifth, ~nd sixth eight game pro sets. Tonna and UNH elected to attempt a :52 touchdown and-the lead 14.,10.'
The -Wildcats came right back
struggled thi;ough the first set Smgles ~11 defeated their oppo- Lerner lost 8-6; Greland and y~rdfield goal. The attempt was
wide, and the ball was turned with a drive of their own on the '
against her extremely consistent ne~t~ with ease. Kara McKen- Brent won 8-1. ·
Saturday's game versus Uni.'. over to the Spiders .for their ensuing kickoff. Ford ran for opponent, a_n d ended up 'losing na s_ mtense eqergy and concen.
23 yards; and Jean passed for
-in a•ie breaker. However she tration were apparent, she was versity of Rhode Island -was turn.
ca.~back in the seconci' a'n d - quick and consistent. 'she ui- cancelled due to rain. The' Cats _ "We wanted to go for the field 52 yards on-the drive, as UNH
faced Colby in Maine yesterday goal to pressure them (Rich- reta ptured-the lead 17-14 at the
third sets for a 6-7 (7-3) 6-3
um_phed 6~2, 6-1.
.
6-2 win.
'
' , ' Tori Wincup and Jaymie and they will be attending the mond) to score. If we got the i'l:29 mark of the fourth quar/
·
In the second singles match, - ~yde dominated in both .their - Seaboard Conference Cham- three points they would have ter.
been
forced
to
score,"
Jean
pionships
at
Vermont
this
weeUNH's ever determined Liz srngles and doubles matches.
FOOTBAL~ p.27
commented.
Lerne_r:, battle.cl out a 3 set match '. Wincup won easily 6-3, and kend.
0

'Cats puntmel Dartmouth

Men battle UVM
to 1-1 :deadlock
.

By John Dubots
- The UNH men's-soccer team
went UVM on Saturday to spoil
Ocktoberfest, and spoil it they

,

Stinson. ·
.
·
.
At, this point it }lppea'r ed as
though it was time for UNffto
o me, but
ilid!
. pack up ,trtd go h_
The 'Cats ended up playing UNH's Jim Druding put the
to 2-:2 tie with the 9th ranked . final g,oal of the game in j;u~t
te;am in the country, the Uni- µiinutes later to make the final
versity of Vermont. The game _score 2-2. Scott Brennan had an
went into two overtime periods ass_ist o.n the tally.
before it ended.
Wildcats m1dtielder sophoThe scoring w,as started off r more Cra-ig Streng commented
by Vermont's D_ave Johnson on the reason the team was able
who put a shot past UNH's ·net-. " to play better: than in the past.
minder Eric Stinson at 55-:58.
''We were able to control the
$tinson who ·was C()ming off an ball : be_tter than we had in
injury saw his first action· in a previous games."
couple of weeks. •
Peck felt that this tie was .the,
Scott Brennan cbntinued his "stepping stone to the rest of
strong seasonal play as J:le put the season." Peck said the key
the 'Cats on the board at 81:52 to the tie was the, "consistent
to tie the score at one.
play at both ends- of the field."
The game remained tied until
The Wildcat's next ga:me is
102:03 of overtime when Ver- at Darthmouth ori October 12th
mont's Mark Stern put the _ai: '3:30 pm. · .
$~econd ball of the day past
Nuinber 9 F~ank Truscott and the men's soccer team kept n'u mber 9 Vermont at bay as they '
battled to a tie on Saturday. ,(Mark Schenker photo)
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